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LETTER FROM ABOVE
THE DICTATOR SPEAKS

 I’m Pop (GoranP), and I’m the Evil Dictator around these parts. I whip my Lucahzine comrades, 
tell them they’re not good enough, threaten their children, and beat them out of love. It is with my 
severely abused comrades that I proudly present this inaugural issue of The Luchazine.

 If you’re not sure about what to expect from The Luchazine, you’ve come to the right place. 
This Giant Bomb community magazine throws the spotlight on you, the user. In the following pages, 
you’ll discover a variety of articles ranging from fun features to incredible wiki entries and worthwhile 
discussions by the Giant Bomb community. There was also an interview with Swery that was supposed 
to make this issue, but PR wasn’t able to translate it in time due to E3. The overall theme was designed 
by my Evil Right Hand Officer and head of the design team, Abhishek (indian_boy). Everything in this 
magazine is written by members of the Giant Bomb community for the Giant Bomb community. Out-
siders can read this too, just no Frenchies allowed. Kidding.
 
 There are features in this magazine that you can interact with directly. Exploding Questions, our 
mailbag, will make an appearance in every issue. You can feel free to throw your burning questions at 
gp1030 (myself) or _ac90 (Abhishek) on Twitter, email them to theluchazine@gmail.com, or even post 
them in this thread. If you want a specific contributor to answer it, make sure you note his/her username 
as well. Remember, you only have to send your question in one of these 3 ways, not all of them at once. 
If you feel that your wiki entry is significant enough to be put into the limelight, you can mention it to 
us via the aforementioned email and Twitter account. Worthwhile comments and posts will also be 
featured in the magazine, but if you aren’t comfortable with this go ahead and let us know via the same 

http://twitter.com/gp1030
http://twitter.com/_ac90
http://www.giantbomb.com/forums/off-topic/31/exploding-questions-mailbag-questions-thread-community-mag/415310/


We might be hardcore communists over here, but we’re good commies damnit.

 Working and managing the first issue was a lot of fun. Sadly, for various reasons, not everyone 
who contributed this time around is able to do so again next month. If you’re interested in being part 
of The Luchazine, I recommend you check the compatriot thread to each issue as new opportunities are 
bound to pop up every month. Short writing samples will always be necessary, but more specific tasks 
may ask for samples related to the topic itself.

 It amazes me how well received the original idea was and how many people wanted to contrib-
ute. Unfortunately, not everyone can come aboard at the same time, but the fact that so many people 
united over the internet to bring you this is pretty significant. I want to thank all of the contributors for 
their hard work and dedication. Finally, I want to thank all of the readers for checking The Luchazine 
out. 

I hope you enjoy your stay in this magical PDF,

Pop (GoranP)
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EXPLODING QUESTIONS
MAILBAG
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Are Mario and Peach a couple 
or is she just leading him on so 
that he will save her life? 

Pazy

Unsurprisingly, I’ve thought about 
this a lot over the years. Many 
theories have gone through my 
head (including evil robot dino-
saurs) but I have one that I stick to 
these days. I think that Peach is an 
evil authoritarian that forces 
Mario to rescue her through the 
fine print of a plumbing contract. 
While successful plumbers can 
make a lot of money, society 
doesn’t like the idea of fixing 
someone’s pipes and getting the 
good stuff spilled everywhere. 
This is why nobody protests in the 
Mushroom Kingdom. Besides, she 
has her own evil police probably. 

Pop

Own a dinosaur or go to the 
moon?

Red12b

How can questions 
explode, even metaphori-
cally speaking?

FluWaveZ

I’ll go with the dinosaur. Sure it 
might eat me but think of all the 
merchandise and royalties. Think 
of all the documentaries. Think of 
people paying to see it. Think of 
companies paying to showcase it. 
Think of the billions of women 
that will come to me thanks to my 
dino friend. Everyone knows dino-
saurs are chick magnets.

Pop

Own a dinosaur. The hell am I 
going to do at the moon? Apart 
from wishing I had a dinosaur, I 
mean. Dinosaurs eat people who 
don’t reply to work-related emails, 
and other things that bother me. 
Plus I could make a lot of money 
off of it!

indian_boy

S h h h h h h h h h h h h h h h h , 
everything’s going to be 
OK.

Pop

With this being the first issue and all, 
the mailbag is understandably pretty 
empty. Getting people to ask 
questions about something that 
doesn’t even exist yet is not the 
easiest feat in the world. You can 
feel free to throw your burning 
questions at gp1030 (Pop) or _ac90 
(indian_boy) on Twitter, email them 
to theluchazine@gmail.com, or even 
post them in this thread. If you want 
a specific contributor to answer it, 
make sure you note his/her username 
as well.

http://twitter.com/gp1030
http://twitter.com/_ac90
http://www.giantbomb.com/forums/off-topic/31/exploding-questions-mailbag-questions-thread-community-mag/415310/
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COMMUNITY REACTIONS
HOW BOMBERS FEEL

@$#()%*mothaf&*#(!_%

Welcome to the first ever Community Reactions feature. In this section of The Luchazine, the spotlight 
falls on –that’s right– recent reactions by the Giant Bomb community to gaming related news. Com-
ments that are deemed interesting enough are selected from multiple Giant Bomb articles.

Rock Band 3 Makes A Killer First Impression

KillerFly makes a compelling point. “It sucks that 
Rock Band 1 and 2 won't be supported with DLC any-
more, but when you think about it, by the time 3 
comes out, Rock Band 2 will have been supported 
with over 2 years of non-stop weekly DLC, and just 
about 3 years of the same for the original game. That's 
pretty crazy to think about.”

Phished0ne is probably not friends with KillerFly. 
“am i the only one that is pissed that rock band 3 puts 
an end to rock band 2 dlc....i dont plan on picking this 
up right away, especially considering the price tag on 
keyboard+software.”

http://www.giantbomb.com/news/rock-band-3-makes-a-killer-first-impression/2103/


Nintendo To Reveal Animal Crossing 3DS At E3?

PlasmaBeam44 wants change –insert overused Obama joke here- “I really love City Folk. I play it every 
day. But I never really played an AC game before it so everything in that game was fresh and new to me. 
I can see why people might be put off by it since it's the exact same games as the two before it.

What I'm getting at is if this game is the same exact game as City Folk, to the point where they allow me 
to import my City Folk data to it, then I ask you, what is the point? If they want my money they're going 
to have to change it up a bit and having the game be in 3D is not a big enough change.”

Dreamcast Games Coming To 360, PS3 This Fall

Everyone will now make sure that Olivaw owns up on his end of the bargain. “Oh man if I can buy an 
enhanced port of Power Stone 2 with trophies and leaderboards and maybe even online? I will buy it nine 
times.”

TheGreatGuero echoes the sentiments of many GB users. “I didn't know this was coming. This is awe-
some. As someone who never got to play a Dreamcast more than once, I'm really happy about this. 
Having achievements with them makes it even better. Still, I just hope they're not too expensive. I can't 
imagine the games being less than $10, and that's already pretty steep for games that most DC owners 
didn't even pay to play.”

Mortal Kombat To Return In 2011
Chronicsmoke pretty much sums up 99% of 
comments to this story. “MK IS BACK 
BABY!!!!”

DrRandle has a legitimate concern. “… And 
Johnny Cage looks like he just got here 
from Jersey Shore. Why?”

Mortal Kombat Video Turns Out To 
Be Fully Unofficial

Milkman is in the majority. “That's really 
disappointing. But I guess it would be cool 
if this movie gets made and ends up being 
as awesome as that video.” 

Busby should really get this one done. “Dude Jeff, spoilers, some people haven't finished MK with 
scorpion.” 
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http://www.giantbomb.com/news/nintendo-to-reveal-animal-crossing-3ds-at-e3/2098/
http://www.giantbomb.com/news/dreamcast-games-coming-to-360-ps3-this-fall/2096/
http://www.giantbomb.com/news/mortal-kombat-to-return-in-2011/2097/
http://www.giantbomb.com/news/mortal-kombat-video-turns-out-to-be-fully-unofficial/2091/


Portal 2 Pushed Back Into 2011

TheHBK should clean his mouth out with soap. “Fu***** sh**.  I really want to know why they can't 
release their games on time.  Yes they are amazing, and one could say worth the wait, but I don't know 
other companies that do this.  Id, yeah, their games don’t live up to the hype though.  Bethesda, BioWare, 
Infinity Ward(woops) and lots of others that have put out games that blew people away do it on time for 
the most part.  Why does Valve f***around like this?  Reminds me of that a**hole that thinks his driving 
game is the best in the world even though its not out yet.”

Jace Is also angry. “I'm sorry, but the last full half life game came out in 2004. two thousand, moth-
erfu*****, four. four you a**holes. four. Since then, we have gotten  2 ~4 hour episodes, which com-
bined are still shorted than hl2, and we got portal. To rub the sh** stain in harder, we got l4d, AND 
THEN ANOTHER ONE 1 year later. one year you fu*****. How about its time to stop pu*** footing 
around with all this other sh** that we dont give a fu** about and make the next real fu***** halflife. 
Why would i care though? I'll be dead by then anyway. Oh and while you're at it valve, fu***** trash 
source. It was great for 6 years, but put that shit down. Goddamnit valve.”
Man_Flannel has insider info on Valve. “It must be very demanding to work at Valve.   

9:00-9:30 is a light morning company exercise...they need to get the juices flowing.
9:30-9:45 is a cool down...don't want to over exert themselves now. 
9:45-11:00 they play Left 4 Dead. 
11:00-12:00 is lunch.
12:00-2:00 they work at their desks while taking part in paper airplane tournaments. 
2:00-3:00 they play Team Fortress 2.
3:15 is quitting time.  
 
On Fridays they usually take it easy though.”

Ice-T Doing A Voice In Gears of War 3?

Nofx4208 sums it all up. “YES”

Wes899 raises the bar though. “Hell yes.”

Rare's Gold Logo Gets a Facelift 

BadNews is not impressed. “In a time where massive companies are making sure they have a recogniz-
able, memorable, and well known logo they decided to change theirs. to a bland unrecognizable and 
unmemorable logo. That logo makes me think I'm buying financial computer software.”

Michael Jordan Will Be On the Cover of NBA 2K11

*crickets*
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http://www.giantbomb.com/news/portal-2-pushed-back-into-2011/2090/
http://www.giantbomb.com/news/ice-t-doing-a-voice-in-gears-of-war-3/2071/
http://www.giantbomb.com/news/rares-gold-logo-gets-a-facelift/2051/
http://www.giantbomb.com/news/michael-jordan-will-be-on-the-cover-of-nba-2k11/2055/
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TERRIFIC THREADS
AWESOME FORUM FINDS

This feature will be outlining some of the great and recent threads found on the Giant Bomb message 
boards. They can range from extremely popular to posts with 0 replies. There just has to be interest-
ing and stimulating content for it to be considered.

Gerstmann finds something

BiffMcBlumpkin is at his best. He creates a legendary thread that has already given birth to a Giant 
Bomb meme and has been viewed over 13, 000 times. Enough said.

The Official FIFA World Cup 2010 discussion thread

The 2010 World Cup is coming, and whether you give a damn or not about 
football, a sizeable amount of the GB community does. Author armaan8014 
created a wonderfully informative hub for discussion featuring integrated 
squad information, group information and more.

http://www.giantbomb.com/forums/off-topic/31/gerstmann-finds-something/423077/
http://www.giantbomb.com/forums/off-topic/31/the-official-fifa-world-cup-2010-discussion-thread/423049/#795


Video Game Appearances In Film - A Community Compilation Project 
Want to know which games appeared in which movies? Want to “impress” that cute chick at school with 
useless trivia? MB’s grand community project has got you covered. With tons of submissions and screen-
shots this thread is one for the record books.

Bombcast Breakdown!! - 5.27.2008 - #15
Matthew is one dedicated fellow. He’s on a mission to break down every Bombcast in stunning detail. 
He compiles everything from games mentioned to out of context quotes in each episode. The Bombcast 
Breakdown is an amazing feat that should be checked out by every fan of Giant Bomb’s podcast.

Giant Bomb Community Gamertag - 99 friends in 1
Clogging up your friends list always sucks and TheLuchazine’s own Origina1Penguin came up with a 
great idea. He created a gamertag which Giant Bomb users can add onto their friends list and use it as a 
creepy spy to check out who else has added the tag. You can now play with friendly strangers without 
meeting them in your van. It is Penguin’s van instead.

General Art Thread
Symptomz (possibly a developer of Catz/Dogz) decided to unite all of the artists and wannabes on the 
forums into one place. The result is a bunch of posts featuring fantastic art pieces, and a bunch of posts 
featuring anime girls. Depending on your views, those two are potentially the same. You know who you 
are, don’t try to deny it.

The E3 Live Stream Thread
Most of us scramble in the last minute to find the best possible streams of the major press conferences at 
E3. Most of us find that stream fairly quickly, and then it breaks, loses audio, starts lagging, etc. Thank-
fully, Vito_Raliffe has got you covered with his link hub. That is until Giant Bomb breaks from all the 
E3 madness.

Half-Life 2 Sculpture I'm working on (Pictures)
User ashriels is working on a HL2 related sculpture. Go look at it!
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http://www.giantbomb.com/forums/general-discussion/30/video-game-appearances-in-film-a-community-compilation-project/244713/
http://www.giantbomb.com/forums/bombcast/32/bombcast-breakdown-5272008-15/423363/
http://www.giantbomb.com/xbox-360/60-20/giant-bomb-community-gamertag-99-friends-in-1/35-419405/
http://www.giantbomb.com/forums/off-topic/31/general-art-thread/417687/
http://www.giantbomb.com/e3-2010/92-4529/the-e3-live-stream-thread-20/35-424159/
http://www.giantbomb.com/forums/general-discussion/30/half-life-2-sculpture-im-working-on-pictures/422220/
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WONDERFUL WIKIS
WIKI CONTRIBUTIONS

 The Giant Bomb wiki is often underused or completely ignored, but there are those few pages 
that shine above all of the others. Several of these incredibly detailed pages go without being 
recognized, and there is a great deal of quality there. There are a several ways that a wiki page can be 
considered "wonderful", although there are no set criteria.

 There are several types of pages on Giant Bomb which could 
be designated as interesting and informative, and more importantly, 
wonderful. These range from the Policenauts page, in which user 
Dungeonbuster describes the game in a well-organized fashion, to the 
Radical Dreamers: Nusumenai Houseki page where Chaser324 not 
only outlines the entire plot and gameplay of the game, but also has a 
portion dedicated to explaining the game's significance in the Chrono 
franchise.

 Another type of wiki entry is more a sub-type of the aforementioned interesting and informative 
genre. These pages are much more common to older games and feature users detailing the core game-
play. Take Night Stalker for example. User PsEG writes detailed descriptions of each type of enemy and 
the actions which they perform. This type of page is also evident on the Sea Battle entry--also by PsEG, 
and it contains detailed descriptions of each ship, each gameplay screen, and general information about 
each version. Not to ramble on about Atari 2600 games, but this Star Raiders page written by ahooded-
figure continues to be one of the most detailed pages on Giant Bomb.

http://www.giantbomb.com/policenauts/61-15090/
http://www.giantbomb.com/radical-dreamers-nusumenai-houseki/61-11566/
http://www.giantbomb.com/night-stalker/61-4094/
http://www.giantbomb.com/sea-battle/61-11534/
http://www.giantbomb.com/star-raiders/61-730/


 Some more creative pages include quotes, trivia, or specific details 
about the game or characters. The Agent Francis York Morgan page con-
tains several users that have contributed to not only a detailed description 
of the character, but a list of movies referenced by the character. This type 
of creativity can also be found on Drew Scanlon's page where jakob187 
has listed some interesting "fun facts" about Drew (although their factual 
accuracy could be debated).

 There is a fair deal of other detailed and interesting pages on Giant 
Bomb. In fact, these pages range from a scarily detailed Hillsfar page, to 
an equally scarily detailed Retro Game Challenge page authored by Dun-

[StarFoxA]
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geonbuster and LordAndrew respectively. Yocke shows everyone that even games of... lower quality can 
have detailed pages with this incredible Ground Zero: Texas  page, and Whiskey’s own Matt Kessler 
shows that he has more skills than writing news articles and uploading videos with the Fetus as A Final 
Boss page.

 Despite the underused nature of the wiki, there are far too many incredible pages on Giant Bomb 
to be written about in a single article, so I'll include a list here of several other pages that I feel notable 
enough to mention:

The massive work that Disgaeamad has put into several 
Touhou pages is truly incredible.

The BattleForge page continues to be a very well-written 
page, thanks to jakob187.

Former moderator BoG has written a fantastic page for 
Akumajo Dracula X: Chi no Rondo, including a map of the 
stage progression throughout the game.

As such a large part of Giant Bomb's culture, the Princess 
Debut page cannot go without a mention. The collaborative 
work that several users (particularly Endogene and Axersia) 
have put into it is impressive.

makari's description of the types and mutations of Space Pirates is very informative on this page.

Eirikr has written up a detailed history of Cu Chulainn in video games, particularly the Megami Tensei 
games (Eirikr's work on other pages, such as Donaldland and Gradius Gaiden, is also incredibly impres-
sive).

 Now that you have witnessed all of these incredible uses of the Giant Bomb wiki, I highly 
suggest heading on over to Giant Bomb's Wiki Task tool to tackle a page of your own. There, you could 
write a page for anything ranging from SWERY to Spandex, depending on the wishes of the moderators. 
You can also feel free to poke around the site and edit non requested pages should you feel like it.

http://www.giantbomb.com/agent-francis-york-morgan/94-14246/
http://www.giantbomb.com/drew-scanlon/72-82142/
http://www.giantbomb.com/hillsfar/61-19912/
http://www.giantbomb.com/retro-game-challenge/61-21465/
http://www.giantbomb.com/ground-zero-texas/61-20309/
http://www.giantbomb.com/fetus-as-a-final-boss/92-4317/
http://www.giantbomb.com/touhou-project/62-606/
http://www.giantbomb.com/battleforge/61-22310/
http://www.giantbomb.com/akumajo-dracula-x-chi-no-rondo/61-12673/
http://www.giantbomb.com/princess-debut/61-23440/
http://www.giantbomb.com/space-pirates/61-15830/
http://www.giantbomb.com/cu-chulainn/94-10399/
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BS NEWS
Hard Hitting News

Actiblizzion Announces Formation of Spawn Camp
 At a press conference held earlier this morning, Actiblizzion CEO Bobbley Nodick announced 
the formation of Spawn Camp Games, a studio that will primarily be tasked with neutralizing the threat 
of competition from Respawning Entertainment.  According to Nodick:

 “We here at Actiblizzion place tremendous pride in our developers' creativity.  Their skill and 
dedication to creating world-class entertainment have been key components of our company's success.  
Equally important is our dedication to preventing others from doing the same.  With the creation of 
Spawn Camp Games, we're confident that we can crush our former employees before they even manage 
to get a proper start.”

 Respawning Entertainment, the company recently founded by former Infinitely Moored heads 
Adam West and Vinny Campella, has been a cause for concern among Actiblizzion executives ever 
since it was announced in April that Respawning would be partnering with Energonic Arts, Actib-
lizzion's largest competitor.

“After learning about Respawning, we had a lot of conversations, trying to figure out what to do,” said 
Nodick.  “We knew that if left unchecked, they could go on to create something really special.  West 
and Campella are both incredibly talented guys, and having worked with them for a number of years, 
we have nothing but respect for them.  That's why we have to destroy them as quickly as possible.”



Amateur cell phone shot of Nodick at the conference

The focus of Spawn Camp—which will be staffed by a combination of former Treyarchitecture employ-
ees and ex-CIA operatives—is equal parts development and sabotage.  While many members of the new 
studio come from fields typically considered unrelated to game development, Nodick expressed enthusi-
asm for the impact they would have at Spawn Camp.

 “A lot of these people have never 
played a videogame, let alone been 
involved in making one.  I know that 
made several team members uncomfort-
able at first, but I think most of those 
people have come around, and are excited 
to see the fresh perspective these new 
employees will bring with them.    More-
over, their previous experience gives 
them the skills they need to do everything 
from bugging Respawning offices to 
slashing Vinny Campella's tires.”

 “This additional focus doesn't mean 
we've forgotten the importance of our 
development team,” Nodick was quick to 
point out.  “In fact, it's going to be more 
vital than ever.  Once our surveillance 
detail has discovered Respawning's plans 
for their next project, it will be our devel-
opment team's job to throw something 
similar together as quickly as possible in 
order to beat them to market.  We've 

assembled an incredible pool of talent at Spawn Camp, and I have complete confidence in their ability to 
produce something that's mostly acceptable in around eight months.”

 Reactions to the announcement have been divided.  While several analysts claim this was the 
right move for Actiblizzion, a few have called it petty and reactionary.  Nodick says this couldn't be 
further from the truth:

 “If anything, I'd say we're being very proactive.  Ultimately, this is all about figuring out what 
Respawning will do and then getting out ahead of them to prevent it.  Look, we've got a great team of 
talented people from a wealth of different backgrounds.  And over the next few years, you're going to see 
them stop Respawning from doing something amazing.”

 West and Campella were unavailable for comment, as their offices lost electricity shortly after 
this morning's press conference.

[Count  Rockula]
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G-GOAT: HAZE
GREATEST GAME OF ALL TIME

 In the fall of 2007, the current generation of gamers 
received two of the biggest online juggernauts that a young 
player could ask for. Call of Duty 4 and Halo 3 were released 
by Infinity Ward and Bungie respectively. Both first person 
shooter games were critically praised and sold millions of 
copies worldwide. At the time, many of the top critics from 
magazines and websites questioned if there would be any 
game that could come close to the numbers that these two 
games generated.

 As we all know, that game came out in the summer of 
2008. The title that single handedly changed the way every-
one thought about first-person shooters, Haze, was devel-
oped by Free Radical exclusively for the PS3. It only took 
Haze a couple of months to completely take over the online 
scene, averaging over one million unique players daily for 
the past two years. By the end of the year that Haze was 
released, Call of Duty 4 and Halo 3 were forced to shut down 
their online servers, Sleaving all of their developers home-
less.

G

1/3rd the face of the future



As unique as it gets

 Early previews indicated that Haze should be considered a “Halo-Killer”, and delivered on every 
aspect. The original Halo changed shooters with its graphics, presentation, and gameplay features like 
the shield regeneration system which completely changed all genres of video games ever. Haze matched 
these gameplay upgrades by implementing the Nectar system, which allows the player to inject them-
selves with the juice. Nectar allowed players to enhance their vision, allowing them to clearly see the 
battlefield and have a tactical advantage 
over the enemy rebels. Professional Haze 
player, Jacob DeMarco, told us “It's not at 
all annoying how every time you use 
nectar, the entire screen becomes blurry 
and the controls completely change from 
what you're used to”.

 There is a plot twist that nobody 
saw coming in Haze. On the subject, 
DeMarco says “I know that Free Radical 
publicized their plot twist in early trailers, 
previews, presentations, demos, on the 
back of the box, commercials, on the front 
of the box, and in their game manuals, but 
I was deeply shocked when the game 
revealed the true horror of war that the 
nectar was hiding from us. I was too busy 
high-fiving my teammates and making 
funny remarks like 'this is like stealing 
candy from a crippled baby' to realize that 
maybe the people that I'm killing might be 
fighting for something important after all. 
After finishing the game the day I rented 
it from Cockbuster, I was emotionally 
traumatized with the images of dead 
bodies and the chaos that I created.”

 It's seemingly impossible to make 
any journalistic article about the success 
of Haze, and not include the smash hit song that was inspired by the game made by Corn. Everyone 
following the game was shocked when Corn, a band that is widely considered The Beetles of our genera-
tion, announced that they would create a song that was solely dedicated to the game. In an interview with 
Lolling Stone, lead singer Jonuthan Dayvis told them “When we were first asked to participate in the 
project, we were concerned that this might harm the reputation of the band, but then we read the story 
and really dug how the main protagonist must've felt that he was a freak on a leash.”

 Haze is one of the few FPSs that will forever be remembered by future generations. With it being 
the first competitive video game that held its league competition on primetime television, the online war-
fare will stick around. It also inspired one of the greatest songs of the last decade, according to Pin maga-
zines “Top Songs of The 2000's” edition. This is all why Haze is the greatest video game of all time*.

[ TurboMan]
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GENESIS RETROSPECT
A Quick Look Back

0BCE

2000 CE

 Ah, the Genesis. A classic 16-bit powerhouse, or a filthy relic of the 90s? Sega’s Genesis has left 
a very divisive impression on the gaming community, either inspiring the warm feelings of nostalgia or 
the bitter taste of disgust. And rightfully so, due it's great selection of accurate arcade ports, sports 
games, as well as the collection of failed accessories, and the piles shovel ware titles. Whether you were 
a die-hard Sega fan, massive hater, or just didn't care, we're going to take a look at this classic console 
and a couple of the more significant games on it to truly determine if Genesis does what Nintendon't. 

 The Sega Genesis (known outside North America as the Mega Drive) was Sega's second proper 
console to hit the market after the Master System. When released in 1988, it was the direct competitor 
to the NES, and eventually the SNES in 1991. Over its nine year life span, it came in three distinct 
flavors. The original Model 1 notably had a headphone jack, the slimmer and more attractive Model 2 
was released to compete with the Super Nintendo, and 1994's Model 3 was a miniaturized and 
discounted version of the console. 

     Sega's most famous console was known mainly for yielding many high quality arcade ports and 
strong 3rd party support from developers such as Electronic Arts and Capcom. The advertising cam-
paigns for the Sega Genesis are about as well known as the console itself. With classic marketing buzz-
words such as Blast Processing and High Definition Graphics, as well as the aggressive Genesis does 
what Nintendon't series of adverts, Sega's marketing team have solidified their place in video game 
pop-culture.



The console in question

       The Sega Genesis was also infamous for the abundance of mainly useless add-ons and accessories it 
had. The Power Base Converter allowed players to load Master System cartridges or the late-game Sega 
32x that used special 32-bit software with improved graphics. The most infamous of these accessories 
was the Sega CD, Sega's first foray into the then-new CD-based console market. Improving processor 
speed and graphics capabilities, the CD was set to push the Genesis into the next generation of home con-
soles while expanding the lifespan at the 
same time. Unfortunately, the CD was 
marred by poorly developed Full Motion-
Video games, and an expensive asking 
price of $300.

Out of over seven hundred Genesis games 
out there, I've chosen five that I consider 
the most significant, or at least the most 
interesting to talk about. Let's take a look:

1. Sonic the Hedgehog (1991)

 Of course this game was going to 
be mentioned at some point, so we might 
as well get it out of the way. Most people 
know the story. Sega needed a mascot, 
and the Blue Blur delivered. Going 
through various design iterations, includ-
ing a bunny, Yuji Naka and his Sonic 
Team settled on the Hedgehog we all 
know and love or at least love to hate at 
this point. Sonic the Hedgehog was exactly what Sega needed to garner interest in the Genesis console 
by bringing a fast, fun and (for the time) unique platforming experience. Seen side by side with rival 
Mario games just made them look plodding by comparison. The game stands today as a classic 16-bit 
platformer, albeit with its own set of problems. The first couple levels feel as great as ever, with a con-
stant satisfying speediness to the proceedings, but as the game goes on, we're brought slower levels, 
marred with too many moving platforms, underwater gimmicks, and traps. The game is fun overall and 
I consider it still playable in 2010. 

2.Streets of Rage 2 (1992)

     My personal favorite Genesis game, and the closest the side scrolling brawler genre will come to 
perfection, Streets of Rage 2 defines the classic Genesis game. Simple but fun arcade gameplay com-
bined with a great SID-chip soundtrack reflecting 90s club beats is the winning recipe here. I don't know 
what more needs to be said of the game other than “You can play as a kid on rollerblades fighting ninjas 
on a pirate ship” As poorly as the brawler genre has aged, and despite it never comfortably transferring 
over to 3D in later years, Streets of Rage 2 keeps the genre's spirit alive, and remains a great experience 
to this day. 
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Strider (1989)

Zero Wing (1991)

3. Strider (1989)

     An early hit for Sega and Capcom, 
Strider is a perfect example of the Gen-
esis' great arcade ports. Zooming around 
Soviet Kazakhstan, pulling off acrobatic 
moves and slicing robots up certainly 
leaves a great first impression that lasts 
throughout the whole experience. Despite 
some occasional slowdown and flickering 
here or there, it remains very true to the 
original arcade game and was one of the 
earlier home titles that managed to pull 
that off. In the game, you play as an elite 
ninja, Strider Hiryu, hired to save the 
world from the evil Grandmaster. Pretty 
typical setup that leads to some great 
side-scrolling and platforming gameplay 
as well as fun combat. Smooth and 
detailed animation, a great visual style, 
and catchy gameplay means that even 
over twenty years later, the Genesis 
shows it can deliver a great home-arcade 
experience like nothing else at the time 
but for the Neo Geo. 

4. Zero Wing  (1991)

 There are many shoot 'em ups on the Sega Genesis. 
From MUSHA to Thunder Force to Forgotten Worlds, this is 
one genre that Sega's box will be remembered for. So why did 
I pick the silly little game with the “All Your Base” intro? 
Because it's actually awesome. Being best known for the 
terrible translation and the hilarious memes that spawned from 
it, Zero Wing is actually a quite underappreciated title. In typi-
cal shooter fashion, you control the last ship (or 'Zig' as they're 
known in the game) of an exploding mother ship and it's up to 
you to save the galaxy from the evil gentleman by the name of 
Cats. What makes this game unique, or at least a little more 
interesting than your average shooter is the addition of the 
tractor beam mechanic, an alternate fire that allows you to pull 
enemy ships toward you, and trap them in front of your ship. 
This gives you a valuable meat shield, and a couple seconds to 
plan your next couple steps. It really is a great mechanic that 
gives you more control over the pacing of the combat. The rest 
of the game is a comfortably familiar shooting experience that 
is executed rather well. The game doesn't stand out today 
compared to the galaxy of other shoot 'em ups available, but it 
was a sold entry in the Genesis' library at least. However, Zero 
Wing’s legacy will forever remain a mistranslation.
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5. Mortal Kombat (1993)

     The controversial game that threatened to corrupt the minds and curve the spines  of America's 
youth, Mortal Kombat will be fondly remembered as a classic of that decade. Full of blood, guts, and 
digitized actors, MK was the West's contribution to the fighting genre. Acclaim's home port of the arcade 
game was well done for the hardware despite a few cut corners due to technical limitations. Pop in the 
cheat code to restore the arcade version's violence levels, and you get a very close port. The game was 
responsible for sucking hours of my own time as a youth and was one of the definitive multiplayer expe-
riences for the system. It was overtaken in the future by various sequels thus making this game and port 
a little dated. Mortal Kombat doesn’t really stand up properly anymore, but it was a great experience for 
the Genesis.

 And there you have it folks, a nice look at the old Genesis just goes to show that the console still 
holds up as a solid home-arcade machine. Even in the modern era of high definition graphics and Speed 
Tree, there is still fun to be had in beating dudes across a room, shooting space ships, and doing loop de 
loops to save the world.  
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REMEMBERING BILL
Obituaries

BILL

 Bill. What can be said? What needs to be said? Now that is a much better question.  Bill is a man 
that spoke through his actions, and his bullets. He was a man of great courage, and great wisdom.  He 
wasn’t drafted into Vietnam, no, he chose to go there. Because Bill knew that one day he would fight 
another losing war, but this time it would not be against the Vietcong, but the living dead. While those 
in the early stages of the Infection succumb to panic and terror, Bill was always level headed and ready 
to take charge. He had lived his entire life for that fateful day, and he was more than prepared. It is no 
wonder how he got a capable zombie team within such a small time span. Were people left behind? Yes, 
but the apocalypse is no time for pity. Bill was a great man, and this article will not be devoting time to 
his faults. No one is perfect, but Bill is probably the closet any mortal man will get.

 So why did this giant have to die? Why was this true red-white-and-blue American hero struck 
down in his semi-prime? He died, friends, so that the less capable could live. While his blunt handed 
cohorts fumbled with the generator to no avail, Bill looked down the barrel of his rifle and saw only 
himself and a Tank. Was it an epic duel? No. The word “epic” does little justice to the conflict that 
ensued; indeed it is almost insulting. Should Bill have trounced the beast? In a perfect world: yes. How-
ever the stars were not with our soldier on that day. Bill had been badly wounded from saving his team 
mates’ asses an uncountable number of times leading up to the showdown. He was bloody and worn, 
barely able to hold up the butt of his gun, but he still endured. He slew a Tank that day, rest assured, but 
his body had simply gone through too much. As he lay there in a pool of his own fluids, he saw his 
friends escape his own gruesome fate and let out but a single sigh. He had done it. The battle was theirs. 
With a single prayer and a final breath, Bill collapsed in upon himself and fell into the abyss. It was a



R.I.P. Bill

passing fit for a warrior, and he wouldn’t have gone any other way. Did Bill die happy? Yes, yes I believe 
he did. Bill died knowing that others would survive due solely to his trials, and that was enough for him.
 
 So what can be said of a man so great? Nothing that has not already been said, and that which has 
been is not nearly enough. There is no way to describe a man like Bill in our coarse human tongue, one 
had to see him in action to truly know 
what a thrill it was to be in his moment, to 
be completely enthralled in his world. Bill 
made the kill his art; it consumed his 
body, mind, and soul. He was a master of 
form, and no cretin was safe from his 
agile aim. Today, my friends, we do not 
mourn the passing of a man, but a god. A 
god who looked down from the heavens 
and saw that all life was precious and that 
no man deserved to die by the icy clutch 
of humanity’s remains. That is what Bill 
lived for, and that is what Bill died for. 
How can you sum up a man such as Bill 
my friends? You cannot.

[LordXavierBr i t ish]
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PREDICTIONS
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 It seems to me that E3 2010 is going to be heavily focusing on motion controls, motion controlled 
games which will result in a ton of forum kids acting like forum kids. I expect Natal to get a proper name 
as well as specific release date/pricing announcements. Same goes for the Move. I’m sure something 
resembling Wii Sports will be heavily showcased for 360/PS3 as well as a sizeable army of party games. 
SOCOM 4 will probably be a big deal at the Sony conference, and I think integrated Natal interactions 
will be showcased for Fable 3 at 
Microsoft’s press conference. Nintendo 
will probably give the Wii Motion Plus a 
push and enjoy their piles of money.

 Despite various companies’ 
motion control advancements, there will 
still be a ton of traditional games at the 
show. EA will probably pimp FIFA 11, its 
new passing system, and how the fran-
chise has been dominating the opposition 
for a few iterations now. Just don’t antici-
pate it to be playable on the show floor. I 
expect to see trailers for all of the usual 
EA Sports titles. Need for Speed: Red 
Line, the fabled Criterion game, will 
probably get formally announced with a 
flashy trailer and a demo perhaps. Dead Space 2 should also make some sort of appearance, as well as 
Crysis 2. There’s been a fair amount of speculation regarding Mass Effect 3 and Dragon Age 2 getting 
announced at E3 lately. Originally, I would have told you that you’re slightly crazy, but the latest batches 
of speculation and “leaks” seem to point in that direction. Maybe I’m crazy.

 Gears of War 3 will probably get some sort of on-stage demo, and I entirely expect Call of Duty: 
Black Ops to be heavily pimped at the Microsoft conference along with the announcement of exclusive 
avatar clothing going on sale right away. Halo: Reach will also be big, no doubt about it. The XBL 
Arcade will probably get a fair share of the spotlight with titles like Comic Jumper and Shadow Complex 
2 (maybe). I would’ve bet my money on a Max Payne 3 stage demo at Microsoft’s conference, so good 
thing that I didn’t. Oh, and don’t forget about MGS: Rising. Maybe we’ll get another nice piece of con-
cept art shown off. Two if we’re lucky. I’m also hoping that Primetime will make a glorious return.

 I expect Nintendo to have a brand new demo of Metriod: Other M that’ll be playable on the floor. 
A new Zelda title will probably be teased but I don’t expect much, if any, gameplay to be shown. Either 
way, it’ll probably make fans really angry or really happy. There’s no in between. Some sort of new 
Mario game will probably be showcased too. Expect the 3DS to steal the spotlight (for better or worse) 
along with tons of info about it. Pokemon Black/White will also be featured, and video game enthusiast 
everywhere will ask “Why is all of the 3DS info coupled with an in depth look of a game coming out on 
the old DS?”

 Little Big Planet 2 will probably feature very heavily during Sony’s conference, and less so on the 
actual floor. I’m in the boat that that thinks a PSP2 will get announced, but I’m not sure if it would be the 
best idea to have a press conference that focuses on Move and a new handheld. Information overload. 
Killzone 3 should be playable in 3D, and that will probably see a big push. Unfortunately, Resistance 3 
“apparently” exists. I really don’t know what will happen with that because of KZ3. As some of you 
remember, the release distance and marketing pushes for KZ2 and R2 were weird. Oh, and expect some
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sort of explosion filled Motorstorm 3 demo. I’ve heard zero talk of Uncharted 3, so I’ll be expecting a 
teaser of that. Maybe we’ll find out about the next God of War game too.

 Assassin’s Creed: Brotherhood will get a reveal, 
and MK9 will most likely have some sort of playable 
demo. I would also assume that Singularity, Vanquish, 
Dead Rising 2, and Bionic Commando Rearmed 2 will all 
have some sort of demos on the floor. Rock Band 3 will 
wow everyone, and Harmonix might let you touch it. 
Batman 2 should make some sort of appearance and I’ll 
also be expecting a more polished version of Mafia 2 to be 
shown, as well as a playable demo of Sonic 4.

 I know that I’m probably forgetting a lot of 
games that will definitely be there (Brink just 
came to mind along with TFU 2, The Old 
Republic and Deus Ex 3), but I feel 
that I’ve covered the major stuff. 
Apart from a ton of awe-
some games, I’m not 
sure to expect. There 
could be added features 
to XBL, a premium version of PSN, Dreamcast 
games coming to 360/PS3 (oh wait), brand new game 
announcements, brand new useless accessories, etc. All 
I know is that E3 2010 will be a lot of fun to follow if you 
don’t have to put up 300 news stories every day.
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 It’s that time of year again! E3 is around the corner, it is so close you could probably smell it. 
Maybe. And that means that it is almost time for me to take my turn to spill my personal opinion on what 
I believe could happen at E3. Competition is fierce, and the possibilities are endless! Therefore, without 
any further ado, we shall begin

 Obviously, and this goes without 
saying, Playstation Move and Project 
Natal, with the new name “Wave” will be 
the main focus of the show. You could 
possibly see Move on the show floor, 
though that is somewhat less likely for 
Natal, given the brevity of what it plans to 
achieve. Move (from what I have seen so 
far) seems like a much safer device, 
essentially a more precise Wii Remote in 
every way. Natal, however, is a huge risk, 
a gamble, and the stakes are high. It’s 
very unlikely you’ll see it out on a busy 
show floor.
 

 In my opinion, Nintendo are seemingly holding something back for the 3DS, though I don’t know 
what. I’m expecting a big push on the 3DS from Reggie and the crew, and I’m hoping it’s a feature 
reveal, such as giving us actual numbers on just how much more powerful the 3DS will be. Or, they will 
take the lazy route, and just say the device is the future. Given the announcement that 3D is actually 
optional, hopefully that little machine has a big card up it’s sleeve, and I’d love it to be played at E3.  
Also, the Wii Vitality sensor will be mentioned again, and they might actually explain how it relates to... 
anything in particular. Maybe.

 Ok, now I’m really going to start stabbing in the dark. What will be announced? What new things 
will we see?! Not much for this year, I’ll wager, as June is the month of the “known quantity” So, expect 
lots of information on Gears 3, Halo Reach, and whatever is cooking up at ye olde Call of Duty factory. 
Actually, speaking of Call of Duty, Activision will probably mention a few things about other upcoming 
games in the franchise. They will also probably yell as loud as they can about how they have a deal with 
Bungie, perhaps even announcing the name of the game. Peter Molyneux will be there, as he always is, 
to make more (perceived) realistic promises about the new Fable, and more (perceived) unrealistic prom-
ises about Milo and Kate. He’ll also tell you how Natal will change the future of the world forever.

 To conquer the double threat of Halo and Gears, Sony will (very probably) lay down the shooter 
counter attack with Resistance 3 and Killzone 3. Nintendo will spend a deal of time talking about the 
extremely positive critical reception to Super Mario Galaxy 2 and also order us to keep looking forward 
to Metroid: Other M. They could announce another throwback title, perhaps an F-Zero or Pikmin. What-
ever game they decide on, it’ll end up tying into the vitality sensor in some way.

 From EA, we will probably hear some stuff about the new Respawn Entertainment studio, and 
possibly even a Mass Effect 3 announcement; that game has been rumoured to be on the fast track for a 
2011 release. The rumours will either be confirmed or quelled. If quelled, Bioware will still be out in 
force to play up DLC and expansion packs for Dragon Age and ME2. Capcom will be there, with some 
stuff about Marvel vs. Capcom 3 and Sega will mention how they are fixing Sonic. Honestly, this time. 
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Unfortunately, they will not announce a sequel to Jet Set Radio Future, no matter how much I want one. 

 Phew! Wow, E3 is an exciting time. There are a lot of games. I think I’ve done my best to cover 
the bases and show what to expect from this years show. The other fun side of E3 is what we don’t see 
coming though, what we can’t possibly predict. The huge bombshells that arrive out of nowhere, and not 
just of the blonde variety. I don’t know if we will see one this year, but I hope so. 2010 could end up being 
an E3 to really remember.

 So here comes E3 2o1o. It’s a big year this year, no doubt about that. Still, it seems like it will be 
an E3 of known properties with few surprises to pad it out. There’s nothing wrong with that though, and 
I for one am not going to complain if some of the bigger titles get more screen time, but it is a bit disap-
pointing that there probably won’t be many big announcements. Expect Microsoft to trot out Rock Band 
3 for some kind of announcement with perhaps a splash of Dead Rising 2 as well some of its exclusive 
titles like Halo: Reach and possibly some Gears of War 3. Arcade is going to be pretty big this year so 
expect at least a casual mention of Captain Smiley from Twisted Pixel, The Behemoth’s Battle Block 
Theater, and maybe that Metalocalypse or the Scott Pilgrim game. There may be a Shadow Complex 2 
announcement, though I wouldn’t get your hopes up.  There may be a bit more third party play with Fall-

out: New Vegas and Call of Duty: Black 
Ops, though I’d anticipate more of the 
latter. And of course, it’s friggin’ motion 
controller year so expect Natal to be out in 
full force with titles like Fable III and 
some kind of bundle to be announced.

 My calls for Sony also feature mainly 
known material. They too have a motion 
controller coming out this year, so expect 
it to headline with games like Little Big 
Planet 2 and The Last Guardian. This will 
also be the conference where either of the 
two new Final Fantasy properties will get 
shown as well as Assassin’s Creed: Broth-
erhood if they get any play at all. Sony has 
never seemed very concerned about it’s 

downloadable division, though with this new PSP Go push that just went out the door it is somewhat 
likely that they will at least touch on it. The PSP itself might get some coverage with Persona 3 coming 
in later this year and Sony trying pretty much anything at this point to get them off the shelves, though I 
don’t think it will be too big of a focal point. Do expect, however, a big Sony Online push with DC Uni-
verse Online. I think this is going to be a bigger release for them then most people expect. Aside from 
that it’s hard to know what we should expect from Sony. Unlike Microsoft they haven’t made as big a 
push to get any actual information about the Move out so, once again, it is probably going to be front and 
center.

 Nintendo is pretty much a wild card as far as I see it, at least in terms of games that the people 
watching this conference are going to care about. They will play Metroid, they will talk about Mario’s 
sales number, and Zelda will be mentioned. Pikimin as well. Personally, I find it a bit difficult to get 

LordXavierBr i t ish
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excited about that list. I’ll admit that I’m not the best when it comes to following Nintendo press, but my 
ears usually prick up at the warning signs of something big coming down the tube, and this isn’t it. There 
are a few other smaller titles like the new De Blob and Sonic Colors that may get some face time though. 
There is also Pokémon Black & White, though with an iffy release date of spring 2010 it is hard to say 
whether or not this will make a big showing at the conference. Oh yeah, Sin & Punishment; but that’s not 
a big deal. Right?

 
 This year’s E3 is bound to be an exciting one. For Microsoft’s showing, I’m hoping to see four 
products make center stage. First up is Gears of War 3. There is no doubt in my mind that Epic Games 
will show something on this, whether it’s a trailer or (hopefully) an on-stage demo. Next, I’m hoping to 
learn more about Mass Effect 3. Since there has yet to be a trailer for this game, I’m expecting one to be 
shown during the show. After that, Peter Molyneux will take the stage to explain how Fable 3 is going to 
completely revolutionize the gaming industry, perhaps by presenting an on-stage demo. I believe those 
three will be the biggest titles of Microsoft’s show, but I suppose I should toss Shadow Complex 2 a men-
tion. Nobody is really sure if Shadow Complex 2 is actually going to happen, but I’m definitely hoping 
it will.

 There is a chance, however, that a majority of Microsoft’s attention will be directed towards Proj-
ect Natal. Last year we were presented with live demos performed by Kudo Tsunoda and some other 
chick as well as a lengthy trailer showing families enjoying the product and a rather controversial video 
known as Milo & Kate. Because we are much closer to the release date than we were back then, I expect 
to see games announced for Project Natal, more demos, more trailers showing families having a great 
time, and (maybe?) an official name. Unless they really are calling it Project Natal.

 At the end of the day, if Microsoft really wants to blow my mind, they’ll come out and officially 
announce the Xbox 360 Slim. Everything regarding a smaller version of the 360 has been nothing but 
rumors (motherboard shots included), but if Microsoft actually introduces a Slim version of their console 
it will be the craziest thing ever.

 Besides Microsoft, I’ll definitely be watching what Electronic Arts has to offer. The two games 
that have got me most interested are Bul-
letstorm and Medal of Honor. I’m really 
hoping to see some gameplay footage of 
the former, whether it be in the form of a 
teaser or (even better) an actual demo. 

 Oh, and let’s not forget about 
Brink! A rather unfortunate geothermal 
event (read: volcano eruption) prevented 
the developers from flying to Las Vegas 
to show the game off already, but it’s 
been confirmed that the developers and 
the game will be present at E3 this year, 
which means more gameplay footage to 
get you re-excited about the game. On 
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the miscellaneous side of things, I’m hoping that Team Bondi makes an appearance somewhere ¬and 
says something about L.A. Noir.

 
 E3 2010 has some tough acts to follow. What 
is in store is half known, half a mystery. I already 
know what I want to see. Do you?

 Demo wise, I think that Dead Space 2 will 
finally make a proper appearance, and I have a feel-
ing that it will be strong. Maybe in the cinematic 
vein of Uncharted 2, they’ll show some intense 
action scenes or even some co-op stuff; it’s the time 
for that game to shine. I also have reason to believe 
that Rage will get some sort of stage presence. 
Why? Because I think that it deserves it, and based 
on what has been shown of recent times, there’s 
probably enough for a presentation. Maybe the iD guys will even be up for updating Doom 4. Maybe 
Valve will at least bring up Half Life 2: Episode 3. Maybe I’m just a dreamer. 

 Fallout: New Vegas should get a little stage time, as well as escorted floor demos, a la Fallout 3 
in 2007’s E3. Perhaps Dead Rising 2 well get some floor time too; the demo has been evasive and shows 
up at occasional events, but never has the public been able to really see it. Along with it should come 
Halo: Reach, as the beta has ended, and I think some campaign stuff will be available. The gamers kind 
of deserve a look, and if it could be as dynamic as the Halo 2 E3 demo, things could get catastrophic… 
but they probably won’t. 
 
 I think a majority of us remember the Little Big Planet, power point-esque presentation a couple 
years ago. I found it quite creative, and if Sony could do something else like that once again with Little 
Big Planet 2, but a bit crazier, then I’d be mystified, or at least much more impressed. Grand Turismo 5 
will hopefully get an official release date, bringing praise to many fans out there, including myself. The 
day that Time Trial demo died, I died. 

 I’ll continue to be a dreamer, and hope that Starhawk will be announced. The quickfire, small 
bundle of fun that Warhawk is was great, but a sequel will surely bring excitement to online players. The 
Agency and APB will also probably get some floor space, because they both have the potential to be 
great. Considering online stuff, I think Final Fantasy 14 deserves to be put out there. It’s been long 
enough. It’s about time to get these into the peoples’ hands.

 Sequels have a prominent place this time around (or always), and I somewhat think that develop-
ers are going to play it smart this year. This year, a majority of these sequels will get floor demos or at 
least ones already discussed for quite some time. Perhaps we’ll hear more about Gears of War 3 and Red 
Faction: Armageddon, but there’s always wiggle room for some out of nowhere announcements. We 
could get a Borderlands 2, Far Cry 3, or even a new GTA game, a la San Andreas or Vice City; who 
knows? What I do know is that anything is possible, and what we know, we’ve known for a while. I’m 
counting on developers to surprise the hell out of us. 

Rust y  Shack leford 

Move
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 Motion stuff for Sony and Microsoft should pop up again, and get their official release dates out 
there. That given, I’m praying that Peter Molyneaux will demo Fable 3, or at least something related to 
Natal but maybe something he’s worked on. To counter-act this, there is a chance that Nintendo will 
bother to bring up the Vitality Sensor, just to keep things interesting. I’m still holding out for the Crank 
video game. 

 This year might also be the re-sparking of Rock Band vs. Guitar Hero. I’m hoping that we’re 
going to see set list excerpts, some pictures, and even hear of some features. The decision maker still 
stands, “whoever gets Led Zeppelin wins.” Really, anything can go down this year. Disappointment is 
possible, as well as utter joy. The best thing we could do is cross our fingers folks, and watch things get 
real. There’s a lot of hope here. This E3 is going to be one to watch… like most of them are.
 

Another year brings another E3. Exciting announcements are always anticipated, and the show has been 
known to deliver in that regard. What follows is what I either hope, or fully expect to be shown off at E3 
2010.

 First thing’s first. Games! There are tons of blockbuster games this year that will certainly be 
announced by the big 3 and other companies. There are several games that need not be discussed in too 
much detail being that they are such known quantities. It’s a given that Halo: Reach will be talked about 
at the Microsoft conference. I’m sure games like Portal 2, Fable 3, Little Big Planet 2, Killzone 3, Call 
of Duty: Black Ops etc. will all make appearances. Though there are a few games that I think may show 
up and surprise some people, the first one being DJ Hero 2. Even though the original flopped big time, 
Activision has already invested in the turntable hardware so it makes sense to cash in on that as much as 
possible. Sticking with the music game theme, Rock Band 3 will almost certainly be talked about. If 
anyone is unaware, there are photos that indicate a keyboard instrument coming to RB3. As a long time 
fan of the series, I’m very excited to hear anything about that. I also expect Power Gig: Rise of the 
SixString (terrible name, I know) to make an appearance at some point. That’s the rhythm game based 
around using a real guitar. If there’s one thing I really want from Nintendo this year software wise, it’s a 
Legend of Zelda announcement. Miyamoto has been teasing a new Zelda for a while now, and I think 
now is the time we all learn more about the future of Zelda. I would make the guess that Grand Theft 
Auto 5 would have been announced this year if it wasn’t for Rockstar pulling out of E3. So being the 
rhythm game fan that I am, I’m going to say “Pearl Jam Live: Rock Band” will be officially announced 
and dated. Please?

 Even with all of that great potential for games this E3, I think hardware announcements will be 
the real highlights this year. Nintendo will undoubtedly talk a great deal about the 3DS. Hopefully it will 
be awesome, and not a gimmicky piece of poo. Joking aside, I’m sure it won’t be a piece of poo, but do 
we really need another DS SKU? Nintendo shall explain why we indeed do. The next big pieces of hard-
ware making appearances at E3 this year are Microsoft’s Project Natal” and Sony’s Playstation Move. 
Natal will finally be named for realzies, and it will probably be called “Wave” if rumors hold up. If I were 
Microsoft though, I would name it something that actually has meaning, like “The Xbox Motion-Sensing 
Minority Report Machine”. When people hear that, they know exactly what they’re gettin’. Move and 
Natal will duke it out, desperately trying to out-do each other and that should be interesting to follow. 
Beyond that, there’s a good chance the Wii Vitality Sensor will be brought up at Nintendo’s conference. 
I think it sounds neat with its lie detecting potential, but it will probably just end up another Nintendo 
peripheral that never receives proper third party support. Going out on a limb in terms of hardware, I 
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want to say an Xbox “Slim” will be debuted. We should all know by now that the video games industry 
can’t keep a secret, so if half the speculation about an Xbox Slim is even slightly true, then I think it 
exists and will be shown at E3. Speaking of console revamps, The “Wii HD” is on my list of hopeful 
announcements this year. As I played through Super Mario Galaxy 2, the thought came back to me again 
and again of how amazing that game would look in glorious high definition. Stepping into the handheld 
realm now, I predict a PSP2 announcement from Sony. They’ve sufficiently suckered enough people into 
buying a PSP Go at this point that a PSP2 seems reasonable. Going deeper now in the direction of unlike-
lihood, I say there will be an Xbox portable system announced. It’s time Microsoft, it’s time. Or maybe 
it isn’t. Who could say? If Microsoft does choose to bring a handheld system to the table, it could mean 
the Live Anywhere initiative may actually be going somewhere. LOL!*

 So there you have it, my E3 2010 predictions for both the software and hardware fronts. All that’s 
left to do now is sit back and enjoy the show.

--

* Giant Bomb’s reaction on the forums

360 Slim
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But I Like It – Shadowrun

 Add a spoonful of Unreal Tournament, some Warcraft, a dash of Counter-Strike and what do 
you get? You get what I feel is one of the most under-
appreciated first person shooters on the 360 and PC in 
recent memory. You get Shadowrun. Shadowrun is not 
the most polished game in the world, but the hectic 
action that it delivers from a gameplay perspective 
should not be so easily forgotten. Plus it was the first 
cross-compatible game between the 360 and PC. It 
gets bonus points for that, right guys? Right?

 This FPS interpretation of Shadowrun received 
a lot of flak for disregarding the rich lore found in the 
franchise’s history. There was no single player cam-
paign, just the ability fight some bots. Admittedly, the 
offline portion of the game was extremely dull and 
simplistic. The real star of the show is the multiplayer 
component. Players can choose from four different 
races (Humans, Trolls, Elves and Dwarves) that 
played entirely differently. Each race had different
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speed/health ratings, and everyone also handled tech and magically differently. Cash would be awarded 
for completing objectives and getting kills, and that cash could be spent at the start of a round on magic, 
tech, and weapons. What’s not awesome about floating on a glider while shooting a rocket launcher 
while making vicious spikes come out of the ground?

 I didn’t go into Shadowrun expecting some sort of sequel to the previous RPGs, I went in expect-
ing crazy action with katana-wielding elves teleporting around little creatures summoned by minigun-
wielding trolls. I think much of my 
enjoyment of the game was due to 
the fact that I wasn’t familiar with 
the intense fiction, so there was 
nothing for me to be ruined. I will 
say that the game could have ben-
efited from more modes and maps, 
as well as better animations. 
There’s quite a lot of missing from 
Shadowrun, but I feel that the 
gameplay is so good it overshadows 
most of the omissions.

 I used to roll around regu-
larly with a resilient posse until 
word got out that the developers, 
FASA, were being bled into Micro-
soft. We continued to play for a few 
more weeks and decided to move 
on. There weren’t going to be any 
updates and as I mentioned already, 
the game could have benefitted from a few more maps/game types. There’s not 
much use in going back to Shadowrun because I doubt many people play it at this point with all the 
Halos and Call of Dutys. Heck, for all I know the servers could’ve been shut down.

 My time with Shadowrun will never be forgotten. I’ve rarely had as much fun in any other 
shooter. A tiny part of me died when I stopped playing Shadowrun, and it will remain as one of my 
favourite FPS games in some ways. I know the game isn’t great, I know it could’ve been a lot better, I 
know it crapped on the franchise’s history, and I know you think I’m crazy at this point. But hey, there 
are worse games to have fond memories of.

If you want to share your story with regards to a lesser popular game, feel free to send an email to 
theluchazine@gmail.com and we may just feature it in the next month’s mailbag.

[Pop]
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Rhythm Games and Me

 During my childhood, a friend and I went to the arcade and I was introduced to Dance Dance 
Revolution. This short, uneventful introduction would lead me to playing rhythm games, a genre that I 
wouldn’t care much for as years passed by. I had better, less physically challenging games to play at 
home. I picked up a bit more interest when In The Groove 2 was released, a DDR-like rhythm game that 
would later allow players to add in their own songs onto the machine through a custom patch, powered 
by an open-source program called StepMania. The PC/Mac version 
of the aforementioned software would allow players to create and 
play their own files from their own homes. It was then that I was 
introduced to the online community of players dedicated to this 
scene. I’d spend days playing StepMania at home, honing my skills 
on stupidly hard songs I downloaded only to end up not going to the 
arcade to actually play them. 

 Then high school came and that interested sort of… waned. 
The flipside of having an increased interest in games would lead me 
to stick closer with my PS2 and neglect the ITG-born love of music 
games. So much fun, but its day had felt like it passed. It wouldn’t 
be until I’d play the original Guitar Hero months after its launch 
that I’d start to get back into the music genre. Days and days in 
front of the TV, practicing to beat every song without taking a 
break. The interest was back and I was just as hooked as I had origi-
nally been a year ago. Years would pass as I kept playing the series, 
getting more and more of my friends to join in on the game and it’s 
genre. This fire in me is what would lead me to buy Rock Band and 
it’s sequel on launch day later on. However, a year before the origi-
nal Rock Band’s launch, I discovered a gem. My daily visits to 
rhythm-game forums led me to the discovery of a PSP rhythm game 
called DJMAX Portable. Essentially a portable version of Konami’s Beatmania, DMP would have me 
playing non-stop, be it at home or at school as well as in forms of transit to and from both places. 
Korean developer Pentavision’s insanely addicting rhythm game would keep me hooked right up to the 
release of DMP2, a game that would cost me $96 to import just so I could sink my impatient teeth into 
it as soon as I could. It’s now 2010 and Pentavision is getting ready to launch DJMAX Technika 2, the 
follow-up to their popular touch-screen arcade game. The small-team PSP series I so-incredibly loved 
now shares worldwide success as an insanely popular import and its arcade brethren are arguably the 
most advanced arcade-based music games to be released in years. Guitar Hero is so massively huge 
and run-into-the-ground that I can’t stand hearing that name mentioned anymore and Rock Band 3 is 
lining-up for a holiday release, promising bigger and better features than ever. 

 I’m typing this as I’m taking a break from writing a step-chart for use at my local In The 
Groove 2 machine with my PSP charging from playing the latest DJ MAX Portable game close-to all 
day yesterday. It’s difficult to predict the length of the genre’s legs as everyone tries to competitively 
one-up each other but right now, I couldn’t be more amazed at how far things have come and just how 
much getting back into the swing of things has made me so aware of far greater games, hobbies and 
communities. In the end, all of this is exactly what, personally, makes me even more anxious to see 
what is right around the corner for music games.
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The Value of DLC

 Downloadable content was a grand idea upon its introduction to modern consoles. Video games 
could be expanded past their endings, levels that were cut could show up, and content packs could 
significantly beef up games post-release. The possibilities were endless. The possibilities are endless. Is 
there anyone left who’s thinking about them though?

 It appears that most of today’s DLC exists to market an IP or make a quick buck. I’m all for devel-
opers getting paid for their hard work, but some of the downloadable content released in the past few 
years has been questionable to say the least. I feel like the Oblivion horse armor really kicked things off. 
In case you’ve been living under rock, DLC that featured new armor for your horse appeared on the Xbox 
Live Marketplace for TESIV: Oblivion. It cost 200 Microsoft points. That’s around $2.50 (USD). I know 
we’ve moved on from that infamous costume pack and I might sound like I’m beating a dead horse 
(armor less, I might add), but I think it was at that point companies realized they could get consumers to 
buy this sort of content. Don’t get me wrong, I’m not blaming Oblivion and Bethesda for everything that 
has happened since. People that purchase content encourage publishers to put out content of a similar 
type. Pretty common sense stuff right there, no?

 I don’t feel uncomfortable in saying that many current games take advantage of the concept of 
DLC. The Prince of Persia reboot title even has an “epilogue” that released for $10. I find it a bit curious 
that a game which ended without closure would end up having an extra chapter for sale. I don’t have a 
problem with stories being extended in games, but I think everyone would like to see more value for their 
dollar. I just hope the original vision of the PoP reboot was not compromised for the sake of the epilogue.

 A more recent blockbuster, Modern Warfare 2, saw the release of two map packs which were 
priced at $15 each. Both featured 3 new maps, and 2 maps from Call of Duty 4. Is $3 for a map good 
value? On the one hand, PC players have been getting free updates for years. On the other hand, man 
hours were put into crafting the update, and workers need their wages. Interestingly enough, you can get 
some older 360/PS3/Wii games for $15 or less now. Again, consumers have voted with their cash and 
continue to directly (or indirectly) support current DLC fares. I’m not going to be the crazy guy and tell 
you to never buy downloadable content. If it makes someone happy to outfit their character with an alter-
nate costume in Street Fighter, I can’t jump in and take that happiness away from them.
With that being said, I think developers and publishers really need to step up their DLC game. Down-
loadable content can be a big deal. If a publisher wants to sell 1 hour of gameplay for an obscene amount 
of money, fine. People can decide whether it is for them or not. I’d like to see more variety in the content 
offered these days because DLC doesn’t have to be bite sized. If small updates can be offered for a price, 
why not meaty expansion pack-esque updates for a reasonably larger price too? Maybe these little 
chunks of content make too much money for companies to even consider larger updates.

 At the end of the day, business is business. People need to make money. I’d just like to see down-
loadable content focus more on quality than quantity. I’ll gladly pay $15 for a significant expansion to 
my favorite games. Though I guess everyone has their own definition of significance. 

[Pop]
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Eight Days a Week: Unionization in the Video Game Industry

 It has become an axiom in recent years that the profit generated through the sale of home 
console-centric video games has outpaced those profits generated by the movie industry.  In fact in the 
United States, video game sales figures have begun to outpace traditional mainstays such as the now 
struggling auto manufacturing industry.  The most recent calculation of the video game industry’s impact 
on overall GDP in the United States was from 2006. Video games added roughly 3.8 billion to U.S. Gross 
Domestic Product.  Furthermore, as the United States begins to shift away from heavy industry and into 
a service and entertainment based economy; the video game industry employs more and more individu-
als.  For the four-year period of 2002-06, direct employment for the industry grew at an annual rate of 4.4 
percent. Currently and roughly, video game companies directly and indirectly employ more than 80,000 
people in 31 states.

 As these figures generally indicate, as well as a basic common sense, ear to the ground anecdotal 
evidence should show a hefty part of the US economy is going to be coming from electronic entertain-
ment, namely video games.  The term “video game industry” covers a wide diffuse network of small com-
panies, large producers, and independent contractors. Moreover the term “industry” covers a really large 
range of employees and is inclusive of developers, programmers, artists, advertisers, testers, support staff 
(secretaries etc.) and attorneys.  Of note going forwards is that there is no industry-wide unionization for 
these many employees. Some celebrity designers, say Itagaki (my homie), will be able to be able to nego-
tiate particular clauses in their own contracts for the provision of particular benefits like health insurance 
and weekly work week limits due to the weight he personally carries. The legion of artists, lower tier 
designers, testers, programmers etc. are not so similarly situated in bargaining power so as to make their 
lack of union unusual (where similar workers in other industries are so unionized). It is particularly 
unusual that the movie industry, which operates similarly (in that profits are generated through the devel-
opment of a consumer entertainment product through the use of several levels of companies and individu-
als), has several well organized and defined sets of unions and guilds protecting the thousands of workers 
that make movies. 

 In a typical movie production, several different 
guilds represent the various workers from the actors, 
to the writers, to the grips and the massive support 
staff army that makes these movies possible.  The 
various guilds in the film industry, as in all guilds or 
unions, organize the small, diffuse power of each 
individual worker into a more powerful block. When 
represented as a block, each individual guild member 
obtains greater bargaining power, so whereas Tom 
Hanks has weight when negotiating in his name and 
notability, the individual anonymous guild member 
gains similar power in his placement in the block.  So 
if a director wants to make a grip work 20 hours in a 
row to push out the new 3D family film about a 
plucky jack rabbit trying to get back to his family, 
grip can argue from an effective base of power that 
such hours are outside of his contract or at least 
require extra compensation. Grip is able to do this 
due to the large guild arguing on his behalf, under the mess with one of us mess with all of us theory. On 
his own, Mr. Grip, a relatively unskilled worker (not used as a derisive just to say that the supply of 
possible dolly grips is high as opposed to say the supply of Steven Spielbergs) would not have an 
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effective platform to argue from, since he is so easily replaceable.  When the grip is represented by a 
union the director risks losing access to a whole group of grips by mistreating one, and is therefore 
inclined to reasonably acquiesce to his requests. 

 On the other hand (you have different fingers) in the video game industry, generally, in order to 
meet the deadlines and target marks, no similar protection exists.  If game director needs to meet a 
particular target for his many bosses he can simply ask the programmer or the tester to work 20 hours 
straight.  The tester or the programmer, since others who could perform his work is in high supply, does 
not have a strong legs to argue for contractual protections of maximum working hours, unless he is some 
kind of celebrity, due to the fact that he does not have a union behind him.  
 
 The debate about unionization in video games has been going on for several years.  There are a 
number of authors who have focused the debate around “quality of life” to begin arguing for unionization 
of the industry, and for stuff like maximum working hours, minimum pay rates and benefits like health 
insurance or retirement benefits. In 2004  Erin Hoffman, the spouse of an EA employee wrote an open 
letter to the games industry anonymously complaining about the poor working conditions suffered by her 
husband, including 18 plus hour work days without compensation and lack of health benefits.  The qual-
ity of life argument presented in this letter in 2004 sparked some efforts, including the distribution of an 
industry-wide quality of life survey introduced by the International Game Developers Association 
(IGDA).  The results of this survey indicate relatively widespread issues with extremely long working 
hours without compensation in the “crunch time” period.  As of yet, there is no guild or union to repre-
sent and bargain on behalf of these industry workers, to effectively negotiate with the number of compa-
nies and individuals from developers to directors to publishers that are setting their work schedule.  Inter-
estingly, the Screen Actors Guild and the American Federation of Television and Radio Artists have 
extended representation to voice actors working within the industry.  This representation began in 2006 
and has since been re-upped to continue to 2011.  The representation seeks to set minimum wage and 
maximum hours requirements for voice actors who belong to AFTRA or SAG.  So Nolan North, should 
he even need it, has the ability to rely on a large, old and powerful union representation to ensure that he 
is treated properly.

 This article is not pro or anti-unionization. It’s however important to think a little bit about how 
your games get to you as this industry continues to grow.  There are pros and cons to unionization.  The 
pro relies upon the presupposition that happy employees produce better products. If you are working 
“normal hours” and being fairly compensated you have a greater allegiance to your company and to the 
product. Fair treatment equals good work is basically the argument.  However, there are also some cons. 
Unionization and the resulting bargaining generally increases overall costs.  Not only does greater com-
pensation increase the general costs of production of each product, but sunk costs are also added due to 
the greater incidence of bargaining by represented parties (i.e. hiring and staffing attorneys). These costs 
are passed along to you, the consumer.  In this vein it is important to also get a basic grasp on how games 
get made.  Large IP holders or publishers approach many studio houses in order to contract for the devel-
opment of a game or a piece of a game. These studios have to market themselves to the funds necessary 
to support their staff in producing a product. If one studio house, for instance, uses union represented 
programmers, an IP holder or publisher may simply forgo the potential headaches and go to another 
non-union house or a foreign studio in order to keep costs low.  This of course has the potential of hurting 
industry growth in the U.S. 

 The video game industry, in its current form, is still relatively young. It is important part of the 
American economy continues to grow. The issues described hopefully shed some light on what the 
industry will be going through soon as it continues to grow up.  

[RenMcKormack]
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 Coming from Cipher Prime, the two-man team responsible for Auditorium, Fractal is a unique 
hexagonal-based puzzle game released for both the PC and Mac. With a well-executed premise, bright 
and colorful graphics, and a soundtrack that changes depending on the player's performance, just about 
everything in Fractal is of high quality. While the team isn't supported by the large budgets of some 
games, its simplistic charm makes it a difficult game to ignore.

 With the beautiful graphical style of Auditorium, qual-
ity art is expected of Cipher Prime, and they deliver with Frac-
tal. Not only are the colors bright and soft, but the edges are 
sharp, providing for an interesting contrast. Not only that, but 
the doodles that decorate the edges of the screen compliment 
this whole theme, creating a very appealing and stylistic 
graphical premise. Despite this, there is one minor complaint; 
full screen mode. The game only supports full screen (no win-
dowed mode), meaning that it's not possible to minimize the 
game, it has to be completely closed. However, the team is con-
stantly releasing new updates for the game, having already 
fixed a resolution issue and issues with the Windows XP 
version of the game.
 
 Naturally, the game's graphical style should be coupled

Hexagons: only a bit more sexy than triangles.
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Fractal also has a strong sense of atmosphere

with a well-executed gameplay concept. The core premise of Fractal is the creation of "blooms" 
(hexagons consisting of seven "fractals," which are smaller, single-block hexagons). This can be done by 
creating a new fractal and pushing all of the surrounding fractals one space in the direction it is pushed. 
Initially, this can be confusing, although it is easy to quickly catch and start creating large blooms while 
creating long and complex chain reactions in no time.

easy-to-learn-
di�cult-to-master“ ”

 This easy-to-learn-difficult-to-master premise is constantly built upon as the game continues, 
introducing concepts such as power-ups, multiple colored pushes, and strangely shaped playing fields 
with areas where fractals cannot be pushed. While the game is (for the most part), relatively engaging 
and interesting, there are a few stages which seemed to be based more on dumb luck than skill and prow-
ess at puzzle games. Often, I found myself opting to click on a random location rather than plotting out 
a way to get a certain bloom; a tactic which worked more often than it should have. Additionally, there 
were several stages with heinous requirements, which took several attempts before finally (and barely) 
completing them.

 In addition to the relatively short 
single player campaign (I probably 

finished it in about two or three hours), 
there is also a puzzle mode and an arcade 

mode. In puzzle mode, players can go 
across several stages completing specific requirements to finish each puzzle. These aren't as frustrating, 
and can be completed singularly (the campaign only gives two checkpoints in the first twenty levels), 
making it a great mode to play if you're just looking to knock off a couple puzzles before starting on 
something else.

 Arcade mode is a completely different beast, and is probably one of the modes that I had the most 
fun with. This mode has two unique catches; a time limit and infinite pushes. The key part there is in the 
infinite pushes, meaning that you can blindly click everywhere to your heart's delight, attempting to get
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as many blooms as possible before the time runs out. Even though it seems a little contradictory to my 
previous remark regarding the dumb luck in the campaign, I had a ton of fun trying to quickly create 
blooms.

 As I mentioned before, the music is very interesting. Powered by an engine which creates music 
on-the-fly (determined by how well the player is doing), Fractal's soundtrack ranges from mildly nice to 
catchy tunes that could fit in with the likes of Geometry Wars’ or Shatter's soundtrack. This also compli-
ments the overall style and simplicity of Fractal, creating a very appealing environment for a puzzle 
game.

 While the product is a little expensive for a puzzle game ($15.00 on Cipher Prime's website), it is 
definitely worth a look if you're a fan of the genre. Fractal takes on a unique and interesting premise, and 
implements it in increasingly exciting as well as consistently different ways. Furthermore, the simplistic 
graphical style and music engine work together to create a fantastic environment fitting to this easily 
recommendable game.
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 The year is 1911, and you are John Marston. Although not 100% clear from the get-go, you have 
been appointed the task of hunting down a man for the U.S. Government. This is not just any man, but 
one who John knows intimately, having been almost brothers with him in a previous life. Before long 
the situation becomes more clear: John Marston must kill his former friend, who he lead an outlaw life 
with for a number of years, in order to reclaim his wife and son from the U.S. Agents holding them 
captive. This scenario sets precedence for the rest of the game - in the Wild West, everyone is out for 
themselves. Welcome to the world of Red Dead Redemption.

 What starts as a fairly straight forward bounty mission quickly turns into a twenty hour master-
piece, full of new mysteries and revelations at every turn. We learn the history of John Marston, his 
wife, and how they came to be. We learn what lengths a man will go to, to save his family. We learn 
what it takes for a man to escape his past and find redemption. 

 Marston will meet a supporting cast as equally entertaining as himself. From the drunken, 
befuddling 'Irish', to the Snake Oil salesman Wes Dickens, each character feels both unique, interesting, 
and motivated in their own right. We see how these characters come to terms with the impending death 
of the Wild West which is slowly being overtaken by the turn of industry. Where once only a horse may 
tread, there is now the automobile, and trains are taking over caravans. Some people handle it better 
than others, but all of them are affected in some way.

 Red Dead Redemption is many things, but empty is not one of them. In fact, I felt overwhelmed 
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at times, tasked with too many options at once. Should I head to this mission, or that? Should I go hunt-
ing? Should I take in a bounty? Should I do some gathering, or should I go and do some strangers a favor? 
Should I take in a picture at the movie theater? These were all options to me, very early on, and from 
there they only grew. 

 Rockstar San Diego's RDR follows in the same footsteps that Rock-
star North's acclaimed GTA IV did, with a few improvements. Still, we 

have the euphoria engine, 
and still, we have the 
same basic control 
scheme, but things just 
seem a lot more respon-
sive. Whereas Niko 
might occasionally 
stumble up a step, 

Marston will climb 
on top with easy. 

Where Niko's 
m o v e m e n t 

would hold an 
animation-
over-control 

precedence, Marston will respond 
quickly and with ease. While the same 
aiming mechanic is utilized, RDR's 
feels a lot more appreciable. No longer 
do you feel rooted in spot, and you can 
easily pop a shot and keep moving with 

a little practice. It's here that the game's 
chief gunplay mechanic, Dead Eye, 
comes into play. Coming in three differ-
ent levels, Dead Eye allows you to slow 
down time, take a few shots and get an 
advantage over the AI. Considering that 

you will at times be facing fifteen or more 
enemies at once, it becomes invaluable and 

feels like a nice twist on the usual bullet time 
mechanic. The cover mechanics, while still not 

perfect, are much improved over GTA IV.

 All is not perfect in the world of Read Dead Redemption, however. The game, on the whole, is a 
buggy experience. You will find clipping, physics based glitches, and a plethora of other technical com-
plaints. Much like it’s older cousin, RDR also suffers from framerate issues from time to time, although 
they are not game breaking.

 While the Multiplayer free-roam was herald in pre-release information, it's 
only as fun as you can make it. What is normally a vibrant world full of NPC's, 
wildlife, and side content becomes a ghost town by comparison. The number of 
human beings are a fraction of the single player causing the world to feel empty. 
Similar issues plague the wildlife, and much of the activities that 
Marston can do offline are non-existent online. Players 
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Never thought that cowboys could be so beautiful

may “Posse Up” and take on a handful of gang hideouts (areas where players may cooperatively team up 
to take on hostile AI). While this is interesting early on, it quickly loses the initial luster and serves only 
as a way to grind out experience. Players may also take on challenges like they may in single player, but 
without an option to uniform these across an entire Posse, it feels bland and without merit. The multi-
player also features the usual options for competitive gameplay, from deathmatches to capture-the-flag 
variants. None of them are very 
compelling since these modes turn 
the game into a third-person 
shooter, an area that the game is 
competent in but does not excel at 
especially. There are too many 
great alternatives in the genre to 
play as opposed to RDR's com-
petitive multiplayer which does 
not take advantage of the open 
ended nature of the game.

 It's worth noting that RDR 
had one of the better (or at least 
most memorable) endings I can 
recall from recent gaming history. 
When the moment finally creeps 
up on you, and it will, I can only 
hope that you'll be left as slack-
jawed and dumbfounded as I was. 
It pulls you in both directions, and 
leaves you unsure of how to feel. 
It is a great moment in gaming as 
far as I’m concerned.

 In the end, RDR more than merits its price tag based on the single player portion alone. While the 
game has more than its fair share of issues, and includes a forgettable multiplayer experience, it is a qual-
ity game that can manage to tug at your heartstrings from time to time. I'd heavily recommend it despite 
its imperfections.

[M mmslash]
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 Remedy has truly crafted an amazing experience with its new action-thriller exclusive to the 
Xbox 360, Alan Wake. It’s been a long time in the making – some would argue too long - but Remedy 
wanted its seal of approval to guarantee their new IP would 
deliver the goods. The result is not disappointing, but does its 
quality over quantity approach provide lasting entertainment?
 
 After some brief characters introductions, you quickly 
delve into the dark reality of Alan Wake’s nightmares becoming 
true. His wife disappears to an unknown fate, and Alan can’t 
remember an entire week of events while an evil force is turning 
townsfolk into murderous servants of the darkness. As the story 
progresses, the player will slowly discover how and why all of 
these horrors exist. The story even goes so far as to explain how 
weapons and ammo are conveniently placed for you as well as 
other game design bullet points existing in the world. Surpris-
ingly, it is not as ham-handed as you would think, even with the 
episodic format of the story. I actually really enjoyed the format 
of the episodes. Each episode starts with a recap and ends with a 
cliffhanger that sets up the next episode. A couple episodes go on 
a little too long without any story additions though, making me 
want at least one more transition squeezed into the mix.
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Flares are pretty and powerful. Pretty powerful.

 Despite the great lengths taken to 
make the story feasible with some 
abstract thinking, the game also stays true 
to its opening sentiment of not everything 
being known or explained. Even at the 
end of the game, more than a couple 
major questions remain unanswered. 
Anyone who has seen Total Recall may 
appreciate the concept of leaving the real-
ity of the plot up to the player after Alan 
is presented with an alternate perception 
to the events unfolding. The ending itself 
is conclusive to the motives of the 
protagonist, but given what actually hap-
pens – and the mysterious characters 
presented – there are clearly way to con-
tinue the story.
 
 As a third person shooter, you are 
armed with flashlights, flares, and flash-
bang grenades to break away the darkness 
protecting your enemies as well as a 
handful of firearms to finish off the walk-
ing, two-legged variety. The variety of 

enemies itself is somewhat lacking considering the possibilities of the villain you face. Encounters are 
paced well along with the story, but possessed people, birds, inanimate objects, and machinery bosses 
begin to feel repetitive and limited in scope by the end of the game. Including more wildlife (remember 
the bear in Condemned 2? Intense.) and less cookie-cutter townsfolk may have benefited the game.
 
 Controls are precise and compli-
ment your need to act quickly in a pinch. 
This is crucial for higher difficulty levels 
since enemies will be tougher and appear more 
frequently in the less scripted areas. My only gripe is with the sandbox-esque vehicle sections. Although 
rare and usually brief, these moments feel unpolished and uninteresting compared to the game’s other-
wise solid linear gameplay.
 
 Driving isn’t the only feature present that you would normally associate with open world games. 
Alan Wake also has large number of collectibles which merit a much warmer reception. Pages of Alan 
Wake’s manuscript can mostly be found within sight from the paths you are encouraged to travel on. 
These excerpts are well written and a joy to read. However, I encourage others to not view these until 
finishing the story because most describe events that have not occurred yet. There is a story reason for 
this, but I think it detracts surprises and tension which are crucial elements of the game’s experience. 
Radios can be activated to play brief quips from a well-casted radio station host that relate to story events 
unfolding. Similarly, televisions broadcast a sci-fi program which will be hit or miss for you depending 
on how much you buy into its attempts to be intellectual with some dark humor in the mix. The remaining 

controls
 feel precise“ ”

and more traditional collectibles consist of hidden thermoses to pick up, can pyramids to knock over, and 
various posters and information boards to read.

 As a thriller, Alan Wake relies heavily on its visual tricks, sound design, and your character’s 
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Alan Wake has a strong sense of atmosphere

limitations. Alan is an ordinary guy who is very vulnerable to an axe in the face. Every encounter can end 
poorly if you don’t pay attention to your surroundings and know when it’s best to attack versus just stay-
ing alive. The normal difficulty setting will be too easy for most players so I suggest the hard difficulty 
for a better experience the first time through since nightmare will not be unlocked yet. Lighting is a high 
mark for the game which provides great variation in color and – more importantly – mood. A common 
scenario is your moonlit surroundings 
suddenly filling with an unnatural fog 
causing you to frantically search for 
enemies in the shadows. The flares in 
particular are my favorite example of 
lighting in the game.

 Convincing sound effects enhance 
the eeriness of your surroundings with 
wood creaking, wind howling, and hatch-
ets whirring past your head. Voice acting 
is consistently quality work and characters 
are also portrayed well. You’ll be mostly 
listening to Alan’s internal monologue, 
but there are also some memorable charac-
ters such as Odin, Tor Anderson and Barry 
who provide interesting conversations. 
Even enemies have something to say in the 
form of random facts, such as the benefits 
of Omega 3 fatty acids. They have an 
interesting delivery of an alternating 
voice, but it has a more humorous effect 
than something like Mike Patton as The 

voice acting is 
consistently quality work

Darkness. Clever banter is a Remedy trademark and the writing for all characters in Alan Wake 
never dips below average.

“ ”
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[Or igina1Penguin]

  The action-thriller genre isn’t explored very often and not 
always with great results. Thankfully, Alan Wake tames appetites for 

the field with quality servings of mystery, thrills, character develop-
ment, and fresh story. You may feel like the plate is a bit sparse of 

gameplay variety and the plot conclusion may be an acquired taste 
as well. If you genuinely like video games, then I recommend 

Alan Wake without reservations. Some will inevitably tire of its 
flavor before others, but I’m confident nobody will be unable 

to stomach it.



 Nintendo’s darling franchise is back, and this 
time in intergalactic fashion—again. Super Mario 

Galaxy 2 is essentially a leaner and meaner iteration 
of its predecessor. Nintendo took every part of the original 
Mario Galaxy that may have felt like it was slowing the player 
down, and streamlined it. On top of that, all new gameplay 
mechanics are thrown into a scary number of ambitiously 
designed galaxies. Collecting Power Stars has never been this 

much fun.

 Once again, the premise of Mario Galaxy 2 is that Mario has to collect 
enough Power Stars to advance to new worlds which contain around seven 
galaxies. The terminology can be a bit confusing since each level is called a 
galaxy even though there are many “galaxies” contained within a world. It 
doesn’t really make sense but it’s understandable that Nintendo wanted to
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Fire and balls continue to be deadly

to keep the idea of worlds intact since it has been the go-to way of structuring Mario games for a while 
now. Nomenclature aside, the goal of the game is to rescue Princess Peach. Yep. Right off the bat, things 
start to break real bad as Bowser does what he does best: hatch an evil plot that involves kidnapping the 
princess and ultimately ruling the world—or in this case, the universe. This time Mario doesn’t have to 
conquer Bowser by himself though. Luigi will show up from time to time seemingly at random to tag in 
and give Mario a rest. When this happens, 
the player controls Luigi. It’s slightly 
disappointing though as there doesn’t 
seem to be any real advantage to using the 
less popular Mario brother. At the end of 
the day it’s a nice little extra for Luigi 
fans. Mario also employs the help of 
Lumas throughout the game as they give 
him the tools he needs to complete his mis-
sion. Some of the tools are the 
all-important spin power, even a spaceship 
to travel the universe and explore each 
unique galaxy.

 If there is one common denomina-
tor between all Mario games—especially 
since Mario 64—it’s the absolutely fantas-
tic level design. Every galaxy in Mario 
Galaxy 2 feels fresh as well as unique, and 
with the sheer number of galaxies that’s no 
easy feat. The way the game manages 
perspective, the way the laws of gravity 
are frequently being rewritten, and the 

absolutely fantastic
level design

clever thematic elements all contribute to the feeling of freshness in each galaxy. The way that the music 
often fits so perfectly also adds to the sense of individuality of each galaxy. SMG2 has a ton of really top 
tier level design.

 Some of the most entertaining and engaging moments come 
from using the new suits. There are several new suits that each 

give Mario an interesting power which ultimately needs to be put 
to use in order to reach those elusive Power Stars. The Boo suit is 

one that predictably turns Mario into a Boo, making it possible to 
float through levels and even briefly turn invisible. The Cloud suit is 

also new. It allows Mario to create up to three cloud platforms and reach 
new heights. Things get a little crazy in the Rock suit which allows Mario 

to execute what is essentially the Goron roll maneuver that is ubiquitous in 
recent Zelda games. With it, Mario can roll around levels and smash whatever 

may be standing between himself and Peach. While not technically a suit, Yoshi is 
implemented in a pretty big way. Yoshi will show up every few galaxies or so and 

“ ”
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More stars, more happy

provide some much needed tongue action as he eats nearly anything without regard. The green dinosaur 
is actually able to use a couple exclusive power-ups of his own which allow him to do things like float, 
run extremely fast, and light up to reveal hidden platforms. Each galaxy is crafted to near perfection thus 
providing copious amounts of challenge, fun, or more commonly both. Even the way Mario travels 
between galaxies is well designed and is much simpler than the first game.
 
 Instead of featuring a hub-world in which you run around and jump into different galaxies, things 
have changed. After Mario gets a little help from a giant purple, wisecracking Luma named Lubba, Mario 
receives a spaceship in the shape of his own head that is able to put our favorite plumber between galax-
ies with ease. Navigation is reminiscent of the over world system used in Super Mario Bros. 3. In each 
world, there are paths that lead between galaxies. Some of the paths are blocked until Mario beats a 
galaxy/deposits enough collected coins/Star Bits to open up that path. Paths continue to open as Power 
Stars are collected and eventually the boss levels at the ends of each world are reached. The system is 
much more efficient than a hub-world and it lets the player 
get into the action with just a point and click of the Wiimote. 
The Mario head spaceship itself actually acts as a sort of open 
world area that can be explored between visits to galaxies. There 
are always Star Bits and 1-UPs to collect, as well as some characters 
to talk to aboard the ship if you are willing to take some time and explore.

 Exploring the diverse environments isn’t a chore either, thanks to the solid controls. Super Mario 
Galaxy 2 is really good about implementing obstacles that don’t feel impossible to overcome with the 
tools given. The jumping animations feel great. There are even long and high jumps that fans of Mario 
should be familiar with but they are never a problem to execute in a tight situation. There are a couple of 
pitfalls in the control department that hinder the experience a bit though. The biggest one being camera 
control. The way the game allows camera control, and then takes that control away in spots, is awkward. 
The camera is designed to keep the player looking at the action and that’s great most of the time but is 

annoying when there are some Star Bits 
just off screen that you then can’t collect. 
However, the camera does a serviceable 
job ultimately. The other control issue I 
occasionally ran into was just with the 
Wiimote’s accelerometers. Some levels 
require a precisely timed swing of the 
Wiimote in order to flip panels Mario is 
jumping to. An unregistered flick, or a 
single misflick could easily spell the 
chubby plumber’s doom—and it did.

 Minor control issues aside, Super 
Mario Galaxy 2 is a very worthy succes-
sor to what was already a superb effort 
back in 2007. It takes the original game 
and effectively streamlines nearly every 
aspect while dropping two tons of awe-
some on it at the same time. Miyamoto 
and his team have crafted yet another 
defining Wii title that definitely should 
not be missed.

two tons
of awesome“ ”

[ JJWeatherman]
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 Surely a prince would feel inclined to travel with an entourage? Ubisoft Montreal doesn’t seem 
to think so, opening with the Prince roaming the desert alone, save but a horse. This new instalment in 
the Sands of Time saga sticks to its guns; you, as the Prince will run, jump, slash and roll your way 
through an adventure involving monarchy, and evil sand-monsters. It’s everything Prince of Persia 
needs but is it all that it could have?

 Set between the happy-go-lucky quests of the first game in the Sands of Time arc and the emo 
second one, The Forgotten Sands is an inter-quel that seems reluctant to express itself. Aside from the 
odd offhand comment, you’d expect The Prince to point out that he’s seen the sort of magic that plagues 
him throughout the game in days past. The lack of reference to the prior game in the chronology may 
make it less confusing for first-time PoP players but the lack of real exposition in favour of implication 
may leave the game with a lack of identity for long time fans.

 The game itself looks rather good, especially when played to fluid perfection. There’s the occa-
sional graphical stutter (as well as maybe one or two bugs that will restart cut scenes) but it’s nothing 
to hold against the game.

 The characters are fleshed out enough for you to be curious about their imminent fates but are 
never engaging enough for me to imagine anyone actually caring about them. Also, extra credit goes to 
Yuri Lowenthal (voice of the extremely British prince) who does not sound half as annoying throughout 
the course of the game as I thought he would.
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The Prince uses his new elemental powers

 The combat throughout the game is something of a mixed bag. Fighting is mostly relegated to a 
single button for attacks, although you can jump on most enemies before assaulting them. A kick to any 
low level enemies stun them briefly. Rather than supplying you with an intricate combo system (or any 
system at all for that matter) Ubisoft Montreal seem to have gone more for numbers supplying dozens of 
enemies to hack and slash through. It feels kind of sloppy but there is hope in what is essentially a skill 

tree. As you mow down the hordes of 
enemies in your path, you will collect little 
yellow experience orbs which can be 
traded for anything from additional health 
and energy slots to stronger attacks and 
damage resistance. There are also a few 
abilities to unlock, but it’s mostly flashy 
extras and nothing the player will need to 
get through the game.

 With all that said, it’s not likely 
you come to The Forgotten Sands, or any 
other PoP game for the fighting. Platform-
ing has always been the backbone in these 
games and this is no exception. The 
Forgotten Sands ups the ante time and time 
again by simply having you scale new 
heights, literally. Acrobatics will take you 
to the highest temples of the kingdom, and 
it’s a real shame that there’s little reward 
to be had in sightseeing.

 There are a few new elements to 

there’s nothing here
we haven’t already seen

the platforming with the ability to freeze water temporarily. This ability makes up most of the tricky 
puzzles as well as stunts towards the latter half of the experience, and a late ability to resurrect specific 
fallen sections of buildings allows players to get to where they need to be. They’re pleasant additions 
which will take a little time to master but ultimately there’s nothing here we haven’t already seen with 
the more elaborate time tricks from the original Sands of Time trilogy.

 On the whole, that’s the biggest problem with The Forgotten Sands; 
aside from a very specific, very late battle in the game, there’s nothing new on 
offer. I’ve never been one to mark a product down on the basis that it is better 
than its predecessor, but I’m struggling to see any reason to mark The 
Forgotten Sands up as well.
 
 At the end of the day, Prince of Persia: The Forgotten Sands is a 
reasonably good PoP game that will more than likely swallow a few 
evenings of your time but won’t really linger in your memory upon 
finishing it.

“ ”
[Bo]
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 To knowledgeable Street Fighter fans, SSFIV is a re-release of SFIV with lots of memorable 
additions. Whether the player is entering as a beginner or is experienced, there's something here for 
everyone. Despite potentially existing as a mere marketing ploy, SSFIV is a great title in the long-
standing franchise.

 For the two turtles and a rock that don’t know, SSFIV is a fighting 
game where one player fights another until one of them is defeated. The 
controls are built upon an intuitive system where you have light, medium, 
and heavy attacks for punches and kicks. The combination of inputting 
these attacks and various directional patterns result in combos, taunts, 
grabs, and even special moves to decimate your unlucky opponent with.
 
 Let's break ground on what SSFIV is really all about. The most 
obvious addition is the inclusion of 10 new characters, resulting in a total 
of 35. Capcom made a great move in making every character unlocked 
from the start, which means the player won’t have to meet incredulous 
requirements to use characters like Akuma. Naturally, each character has 
to be played individually to unlock their respective colors and taunts. I 
still find it a bit questionable, but at least the user is constantly bombarded 
with unlockables. Juri and Hakan, the two fresh faces to the SF universe, 
seem to fit well into the grand scheme of things. Hakan himself is a very 
interesting grappler, and has comical moves that I enjoyed watching play 
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Can’t think of a striking enough caption...

out. Juri has flashy kicks and an ultra that gives players room to create their own finish.
 
 Speaking of ultras, every character has 2 of them now. Ultra attacks are powerful moves that 
have the potential to inflict serious damage to a fighter’s health bar. The new ultras add extra spice to 
the cast and allow players the freedom to further implement their strategy according to their style of 
play. Some of these attacks seem a bit 
less creative than the existing ones. 
Chun-Li’s new ultra immediately come 
to mind. However, ultra attacks are still 
effective and ultimately add a layer of 
depth to the game.
 
 Arcade mode is mostly the same 
as in Street Fighter IV. You'll select a 
character and fight a few battles until 
you reach your rival and the boss, Seth. 
Seth is still cheap as ever, and any 
game-breaking tactics for that boss battle 
found in the original SFIV can still be 
used. Bonus stages return in which you 
either try to bust up a car as fast as 
possible, or destroy falling barrels. It's 
nice they added the bonus stages back, 
but I turned them off when I was given 
the option because they just drew out the 
arcade mode for me. Fight Request also 
makes an appearance and is good 
because the system brings competition to 
you. Just don't expect to be actually playing Arcade because there are always tons of fighters willing to 
challenge you before the first round even begins. Still, I really grew to love Fight Request because it 
basically acts as a quick match. I found myself being less subjective towards the opponents I faced, and 
just fought whomever decided to challenge me.
 
 The single-player game is still lacking. Along with the basic modes standard for the genre, there 
is also the ability to check comprehensive data. It's time the single player part of fighting games to get 
either fleshed out or changed so that it can properly prepare players for the real meat of the game, the 
multiplayer.
  
  The multiplayer has received a grand expansion since SFIV. One of the most important 
changes is the double-blind character selection. Your opponent doesn't see your choice, and you don't 
see what character they pick either. Players also have the option to play the basic ranked match where 
winning or losing affects their Play Points/Battle Points/Character Points. As expected, leaderboard 
stats are also affected.

 Endless Battle is a new mode where fighters can fill up a lobby of up to 8 players and keep cycling 
through the competition just like in a real arcade. The winner will keep going on until he/she loses. End-
less Battle provides loads of fun playing with your friends as well as the important necessity of watching 
others duke it out. Team Battle, another new mode, allows two groups of up to four players to dish it out. 
Unfortunately, this mode is a bit slow when it comes to transitioning in the new challenger. Perhaps it 
would have been ideal let everyone pick their fights right away and then just do a quick series of battles.
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 Archived replays of fights get their own channel in SSFIV. Wannabe street fighters can enter 
lobbies and even chat with others to analyze various replays. This can be done with random fights, as 
well as personal ones. Watching replays is a nice feature that can be expanded on in the future with the 
addition of a better filter system. With that being said, replays still remain a fairly viable way to watch 
other players and learn from their moves.
 
 Others have said this before, but the best addition that Street Fighter as a whole could use is an in 
depth tutorial that is capable of teaching effective play. I'd rather Capcom entirely remove arcade mode 
and replace it with a proper tutorial rather than give me the option of getting pissed off at Seth. SSFIV 
was a smart move and made the vanilla SFIV even better in almost every way at a new budget price-
point. While I consider myself only a knowledgeable and forever so-so player of all games in the fighting 
genre, I would still recommend this as the ideal fighting game of the modern age. 

[ Vinchenzo]
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 The second game in the “Play, Create, Share” genre is upon us. United Front Games’ ModNation 
Racers has finally arrived.  This game was simultaneously launched on the PSP and the PS3. Aside from 
30 minutes with the PS3 beta back in December, I have not touched the PS3 version yet. So this is solely 
about the PSP version.

 ModNation Racers is a typical kart racer, there is nothing groundbreaking from the racing point 
of view. You accelerate, drift, powerslide, and shoot weapons. But don’t think that this game feels the 
same as the rest. There is a boost meter which allows you to attack with ground pounds and sideswipes, 
and a neat little feature that lets you create a shield. There are a lot of uses for the meter that add a layer 
of strategy.

 The karts feel a bit light and floaty at first, and it is 
way too easy to turn a simple drift into a spinout that 
ruins the race for you. It takes time to get used to it. 
Most kart racers feel the same, and that is a bit of 
a gripe. I was hoping for more variety in karts 
besides the aesthetics. Let me choose between a 
heavy kart that can power through lighter karts 
that have better handling and acceleration. 

MODNATION RACERS
REVIEW



Helmets ensure safety.

 The racing in this game is quite solid, but starting off was pretty tough. I was not a fan of the 
default control scheme, and this initially irritated me. I’ve spent years upon years of playing Mario Kart, 
and I wanted to control it like Mario Kart. Luckily there was an alternate control scheme that allows play-
ers to control it that way (X to accelerate, R to hop/powerslide). The control schemes are pretty different, 
so there is a high chance of everyone finding the right feel for themselves. 

 There is a career mode that is quite 
robust. The story is actually written pretty 
well, revolving around Tag and his rise to 
the top. The characters can be quite funny 
as well. The announcer duo and their 
exchanges made me laugh more than once, 
and I have a soft spot for your crew chief, 
even if his race time comments get repeti-
tive. There are 3 goals for each race that 
range from placing in the top 3 to taking 
out an elite racer who will challenge you to 
a grudge match afterwards. 

 The AI is pretty decent, but once 
you get near the end of the career, rubber 
band AI will become painfully obvious. 
Races become a test of “don’t screw up, 
don’t screw up, don’t…DAMMIT, 
RESET!!” These races are the only way to 
unlock a large majority of the items for 
your customizable characters, so you will 
have to put some time in to get everything. 
The challenges combined with the AI at the end become miserable.
 
 Customization is the big name of the game here; the Mod (aka character) and kart editor are pretty 
nice. There are way too many things locked at the beginning, and the player needs to go through the first 
half of the game before you have enough to make something decent. You go through the game unlocking 
bits and pieces instead of full sets, and that becomes the downfall. You have to spend a lot of time mess-
ing around with it before you find something good enough to like. I know what you’re thinking. “I’ll just 
download one of the created costumes online, problem solved!” Wrong. I mean, you can download 

costumes, but the kicker is that you need the parts unlocked before you can use them. 
I downloaded a Naruto mod (laugh it up) only to realize that I didn’t have all the 

parts of the costume unlocked so I couldn’t use it. My downloaded Naruto 
became a shirtless bald bug eyed shadow of itself. This really kills the 

downloading. Why download a costume if you down 
have all the parts unlocked? Not quite sure if this 

is the same on the PS3 version, but 
with the smaller number of items 

on the PSP version, that kind of 
limitation is glaring.
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Okay then...

 The track editor is quite nice actually, and I was able to make a crazy tunnel track that was nothing 
but boost pads and weapons pods. I called it “Fight City!”, so I went online to try it out. Online is dead. 
There were about 4 active games on a Saturday night, and only about 11 active games during launch. The 
online racing was smooth but with few hiccups. It’s a horrible let down. Sadly, this game only hurts the 
argument that more PSP games need infrastructure online instead of ad-hoc. 

 MNR is only 30 bucks, and it has a lot of content. I just can’t help but think that I am playing the 
wrong version though.  I had fun with this, and if I traveled a lot, this game would occupy a lot of my 
time.  Unfortunately, the PS3 version of the game exists. If this were a normal kart racer, this would be a 
great package, but ModNation Racers is so much more, and a lot of the potential is lost on the portable 
version. 

As a portable racing game, it excels. 
But there is just too much “ ”

[RecSpec]

potential unful�lled.
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 Last year, From Software released one of the most dividing games in recent memory. Demon's 
Souls had a love or hate it effect, having some video game publications awarding it 2009's game of the 
year, and many others giving it lower reviews or completely ignoring the game due to it's ridiculous 
difficulty. Personally, I was on the latter of the two. Demon's Souls was a game that drove me into frus-
tration and rage within the opening levels, causing me to give up on it very early on and never bother to 
look back. With this in mind, I was very hesitant to give their 
latest game, 3D Dot Game Heroes, a chance.

 I'm happy to report that 3D Dot Game Heroes is a play-
able game, and a damn fine one at that. If you're not able to tell 
from just looking at it, the game operates as a clone of 8-bit 
adventure games. The most obvious comparison you can make 
is the original Legend of Zelda game on the original Nintendo 
Entertainment System. Thus, the game would have no chance 
on succeeding with its audience if it didn't perfectly emulate the 
same experience that Nintendo brought to us over so many 
years ago. Personally, this means that it needs to nail it in the 
categories of exploration, music, charm, and memorable dun-
geons. 3D Dot Game Heroes manages to pull off all of 
these traits.
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 Mimicking can be described as both a positive and negative aspect. With that said, 3D Dot Game 
Heroes perfectly mimics a campaign of the 2D Legend of Zelda games. You start out at a castle being 
informed that an evil presence has taken control of a dark magical orb. To combat this, you must first 
gain powers from six magical orbs scattered throughout the land of Dotnia. Also, there's a princess miss-
ing. You walk around the large map of Dotnia, heading towards different dungeons, always fighting a 
boss at the end of each. The strongest achievement that this game makes is the old school feeling of 
exploration that you get while going through your different objectives. It's been years since a video game 
has offered this type of experience, having many different sidequests and mini-games (this includes an 
excellent tower-defense game), along the way. Depending on your play style, you can finish the game 
anywhere between nine hours to over twenty hours.

 If anything, the one truly unique thing about this game is its fresh graphical presentation. The king 
of Dotnia decides that living in a 2D world is hurting the 
country, and magically gives it a 3D upgrade. While there 
is 3D, Dotnia is still heavily pixelated. This allows the 
game to standout graphically in the same way the first Lego 
Star Wars game did. It looks gorgeous in high definition, 
and neat effects like the pixels exploding whenever you kill 
an enemy is a nice touch.
 

unique
retro

adventure
 Along with the single player package, there is an editor that allows you to create your own 
pixelated hero to play as. The editor is fairly simple to manage through, allowing you to make characters 
as cool as your imagination is capable of. If you're as impatient and as unimaginative as me, however, 
you're more than free to import other peoples’ online creations into your game (might I recommend 

google searching for a man in a green tunic). The editor does make me wish that the people from 
From Software expanded a bit on their idea, and would allow you to create NPC's, enemies, 
bosses, dungeons, maybe even whole worlds and add their game into the ever-growing “Play, 
Create, Share” genre.

“ ”

[TurboMan]

 
 Aside from the horrible title, 3D Dot Game Heroes comes out as a game that has 
potential to gain a large following by the end of the year by offering its audience a unique 
retro adventure that's satisfies the hardcore gamer. Very few complaints are to be found with 
the adventure that lies within, but I'll explain that I won't give it a perfect score due to the fact 

that the game plays it a bit too safe, not willing to do anything different game-
play wise from the products that it's inspired by. Other 
than that, 3D Dot Heroes comes off as a perfect budget 
priced B-Game that has a bulky campaign that should 
be able to scratch that nostalgic itch for any gamer that 
is fond of the era it mimics.
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 Gears of War is one of the Xbox 360’s flagship franchises. Fans of the series have enjoyed their 
adventures with the four testosterone-filled heroes and their participation in the war against the invad-
ing Locust forces. With Gears Of War 3, Epic Games is hoping to wrap the story arc up with a final 
sequel that promises to be even Gearsier (ew?) than ever. Let’s take a look at what’s been revealed so 
far.

 Gears of War 2 ended with the Coalition of Ordered Governments (COG) sinking Jacinto - the 
last human settlement remaining - in order to flood the Hollow and finish the Locust off once and for 
all. While they were successful in wiping out enormous numbers of them, a dangerous threat still 
remains: the Lambent Locust.

 Because the COG no longer has a civilization to fall back on, they are now living out their 
numbered days on something called Raven’s Nest. This makeshift form of shelter is quite literally an 
aircraft carrier combined with a few other ships. The government fell apart, and the Cogs are now 
fighting for survival out on the water at the start of the game. Unlike previous games, Epic is putting 
an emphasis on how the squad is more like a family unit this time around rather than just dudes 
fighting together. This is apparent from the inclusion of Anya as a squad member, whom has taken up 
arms to join the fight rather than to direct it. The game begins with the Cogs getting attacked, so it’s 
probably safe to say that they will end up back on dry land fairly quickly. Epic has also confirmed 
that there will be levels devoted to Cole and Baird, so you won’t be controlling Marcus for the whole 
game anymore. The story is being written by Karen Traviss, the author of two Gears of War books 
and has more coming in the future.

GEARS OF WAR 3
VISUAL PREVIEW



Sleeveless Marcus vs. Glowy Locust

 A different version of the Lancer that has a knife bayonet instead of a chainsaw bayonet. Very 
effective at close range.

 A double-barreled shotgun that is bad news for multiple enemies up close.

 Something called a Digger Launcher that fires piranha-like organisms into the ground that travel 
to the enemies and explode upwards.

 Incendiary grenades for people 
that like to burn enemies to death.

 The One Shot sniper rifle that is 
capable of eliminating most enemies with 
a single shot.

 A mech called the Silverback that 
players can control at specific parts of the 
campaign. It’s capable of shooting high 
caliber rounds and rockets on the run, and 
it can be deployed as a stationary cover 
when needed.

 A multi-turret with four slots that 
almost any weapon can fit into. When you 
fire the turret, all of the guns fire.
 
 The Imulsion that the planet Sera 
used to practically run on has begun to 
mutate the remaining Locust forces, creat-
ing horrific new enemies that are capable 
of altering their form and producing new 
ones. Among the new enemies you’ll face 
is the lambent drudge, a foe that can 
expand when shot and grow new append-
ages. When their body is destroyed, their 
neck then begins to crawl towards the 
player for a last ditch attempt at killing 
them.

promises to be
even Gearsier

 
 The new game mode that Epic has revealed is called Arcade. This mode adds stat-tracking 
and scoring to the campaign as well as mutators which can alter things like sound effects, grav-
ity, and apparently head sizes (hip, hip, hooray!). According to Epic, Arcade is a way for 
people to play through the campaign with the sole purpose of shooting monsters rather 

“ ”
than experiencing the story.

 Epic is also continuing with the concept of multiplayer maps that can 
change dynamically during the match. Of these is the map called Overpass which 
takes place just moments before Jacinto is submerged below water. During the 
match, players will notice the flooding waters and how the entire place is crack-
ing, shifting, breaking apart, and sliding as they begin tumbling towards the 
Hollow.
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 Epic Games hasn’t released a ton 
of details yet, but from what we know 
now the game looks like it’s on the right 
path to becoming the best in the series 
yet. Until the game is released in April 
2011, we can only stay tuned for more 
information.

[NATHAN ANDRE WS]
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The curb-stomp has been scaled up, just a bit



 Killzone 3 is happening.  Everybody who finished Killzone 2 already knew this 
thanks to a cliff hanger with epic implications, but it has also been formally announced 
recently. Now that we’re all caught up on that, let’s dive into everything we know and a few 
things that we don’t really know about Guerrilla’s upcoming first person shooter.

 First things first: It’s going to be bigger than Killzone 2. Man-
aging Director of Guerrilla Games, Herman Hulst, has noted 

that fan feedback cited too many corridors as Killzone 
2’s biggest problem and it’s something that the dev 

crew are focusing on, claiming that some of 
Killzone 3’s levels will be up to 10 times 
bigger than those of its predecessor. It’s not all 
about the size of your map though as there will 
be more enemy types, and in scope of the 
changes announced, much more diversity in 
terms of terrain. There are even jungles and 
snowy regions now. It’s not been determined 
yet whether the snow will be as a result of a 
nuclear winter, nor has it been confirmed that 
this snow or jungle will be on the planet Hel-
ghan at all. 
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KILLZONE 3
VISUAL PREVIEW



Red glows make camo useless, dumbass!

 Jetpacks! It’s all about jetpacks this year. Halo: 
Reach may have been the first shooter confirmed to have 
jetpacks in 2010, but the Killzone saga will be right along-
side them with this badass equipment. From the sounds of 
things, jetpacks work more like a boost jump than an 
actual flying tool, but there should still be opportunities 
for aerial combat and perhaps even some basic platform-
ing challenges. It’s quite key that the levels in Killzone 3 
have been expanded because the freedom given by a 
jetpack requires space obviously.

 (KZ2 SPOILER AHEAD) So at the end of 
Killzone 2, the Helghast leader bit the dust, courtesy of 
Rico. Nobody likes Rico anymore, especially not the Hel-
ghast, but it seems as if they hate someone else even 
more: themselves. According to Hulst, in the midst of the 
on-going war between Helghan and Vekta, Visari’s death 
seems to spark up a separate Helghan battle in which 
everyone is vying for the supremacy Visari held. Now 
with factions of the Helghan all bickering with each other 
as well as trying to kill off the ISA (i.e. Rico, Sev, etc.) 
you really need to get away from this very messed up 
planet and go home. Preferably taking your army with 
you. (KZ2 SPOILER OVER)

 So, Killzone 3 is being made in 3D. Regardless on your take on the 3D storm taking over gaming, 
Killzone 3 won’t set you back an absurd amount of money on a new TV. Not only is it entirely optional 
but you only need a pair of 3D glasses to play should you choose to experience that extra dimension.

 Naughty Dog are possibly working on Killzone 3. No one really seems to know anymore. After 
initial suggestions that Naughty Dog were helping Guerrilla out with the graphics (probably due to ND’s 
remarkable relationship with snow circa Uncharted 2), Guerrilla’s most vocal man, Hulst, stated that 
Naughty Dog were not working on Killzone 3’s graphics engine. Naturally, a number of bloggers jumped 
on the fact that Hulst had only mentioned the graphics engine and that Naughty Dog could still be work-
ing on another aspect of the game. Nobody knows anything. Nobody but the French developers and Sony.

[Bo]
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 According to Jack Tretton, CEO of Sony Com-
puter Entertainment of America we can all expect 
more information on Killzone 3 this E3 and the game 
is scheduled for a 2011 release.
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 Have you grown tired of shooting Russians? The people at Raven Software certainly hope not. 
Coming to the Xbox 360, PS3 and PC on June 29, Singularity pits the player as an American Air Force 
pilot trapped on a mysterious island occupied by your friendly neighborhood Russians. What are those 
jokers up to now? Taking a page from the Red Alert series, Time Manipulation is the modus operandi 
in Singularity.

 On the island of Katorga-12, research by the Russians on Element 99 has caused some remark-
able breakthroughs, most notable of these being time shenanigans. Things go less than smoothly for our 
Soviet friends and the island becomes stuck in a state of perpetual chrono-tomfoolery. Crash landing on 
Katorga-12, Air Force pilot Nate Renko soon discovers the TMD, a device that manipulates time. He 
then goes on his merry way, uncovering the devious soviet secrets of Katorga-12. It’s difficult to pass 
much judgment this early, but with its generic American Air Force protagonist and uninspired antago-
nists, nothing seems particularly spectacular about the plot of Singularity. To the game’s credit though, 
it appears that partying around with time is the main draw of Singularity, not a deep plot.

 Time manipulation has been done in video games before, and with mixed success. Usually, the 
mechanic is limited to slowing down time, a la Max Payne or FEAR. Occasionally, time plays a more 
critical role, perhaps best exemplified by Braid. Singularity differentiates itself from these games by 
allowing the player to manipulate specific objects in the environment. A broken barrel can be reversed 
and made explosive once more, a pile of debris can be remade into cover one can hide behind, and even 
AI characters can be aged to dust. Naturally, one will ponder if this means one can also revert enemies

SINGULARITY
VISUAL PREVIEW



The TMD in action

into babies. Alas, this is not the case. For some reason due to the ethical ramifications of aging men into 
babies and killing them, accelerating or reversing organic matter only affects the cells. This means they 
either turn to dust or “de-evolve”. Since this game’s central plot point is the typical mysterious science 
on a sneaky island fare, the game inevitably involves creepy monsters. To be blunt, de-evolution means 
creepy monster duders.

 Singularity has to do-or-die with 
its TMD mechanic. Without it, it 
immediately plunges into the murky 
depths of the generic FPS. From what has 
been seen of the game, things already 
look a little dire. While the overarching 
setting of a time-distorted Soviet research 
site is done with style, including phasing 
in and out of the 50s, or occasionally 
entering a null zone where time is 
ambiguous, the actual tie-ins to the 
gameplay seem shaky. Many similarities 
can be drawn to Bioshock, left hand is for 
time manipulation, right hand is for bullet 
manipulation. One of the major aspects of 
Bioshock that was sold to the consumer 
was that players could “manipulate their 
surroundings” using your amazing 
plasmids. In practice, however, the 
plasmids acted more as interesting 
power-ups, not puzzle-solving sandbox 
tools. Singularity looks to be the same. 

the game is on
delicate ground

Only certain objects can be manipulated, and even then they can only be manipulated either all-the-way 
forward or all-the-way back. Use time manipulation to break open a vent cover, use time manipulation to 
destroy barriers enemies hide behind. These aren’t compelling uses of a device that is purported to 
manipulate time. If anything, constantly having to fix broken stairs, remove rubble or break obstacles 
makes the time mechanic seem tedious.

 From what can be seen from the gameplay videos, the game is on delicate 
ground. With a plot that doesn’t look to blaze new paths in videogame storytelling, 

and gameplay mechanics that feel more stilted than fresh, Singularity has 
to bring more to the table if it wants to convince anyone of its potential 

value.

“ ” [ THAT FROOD]
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